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Bessie Dunn Succumbs In Paducah Hospital

'4
ant

Woman Dies After Car Crash

•

A Murray woman died Monday
afternoon following a two-vehicle accident on Us.641 North, by K-mart.
Killed was Bessie Bailey Dunn, 74,
A2 Southside Manor Apts., according
to Murray Police Department
reports.
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The accident, which happened at
10:32 a.m., occurred as Dunn
reportedly pulled out of the store's
parking lot and collided with a
tractor-trailer dump truck driven by
James L. Hendrix, 62, Route 1,
Darden, Tenn.,the reports said.
According to the reports, witnesses
reportedly said that Dunn pulled in
front of the truck and Hendrix had no
time to stop.
Dunn was transported to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
before being transferred to Lourdes

Hospital, Paducah,the reports said.
great grandchildren.
Hospital.
The extent of Dunn's injuries was
The funeral will be held Wednesday
The accident occurred at 2:18 p.m.
not known at presstime. She died at at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Max
In a third mishap Monday, Terry L.
1:55 p.m.
Churchill Funeral Home with burial
Colson,
17, Route 6, Murray, was
Hendrix was not injured.
to follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
Murray police cleared the scene at
Friends may call at the funeral listed in stable condition today in the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
10:51 a.m.
home after 6 p.m. today ( Tuesday ).
after
a car-bicycle accident on
Mrs. Dunn was the wife of Lon Dunn
In a separate incident, Roxanna R.
Highway 732.
who died Aug. 3, 1962. She was a Casebier, 19, Rivier5 Courts,
was
member of the University Church of listed in satisfactory condition
According to a report from the
this
Christ.
morning at the Murray-Calloway Calloway County Sheriff's Office, ColSurvivors include two daughters, County Ilospital following another son was riding a bicycle on the road
Mrs. Sidney (Rebecca) Weaks, East two-vehicle collision Monday.
and reportedly veered in front of a
Peoria, Ill., and Mrs. Lawrence
According to police reports, George vehicle driven by Sharon A. Jackson,
(Peggy) Rushing, Southside Manor, A. Rogers, 52, Freeberg, Ill., was at- 34, 322 N. 7th St.
Murray; three sisters — Mrs. Bertha tempting a left-hand turn from
The bike and vehicle contacted at
12th
Emerson and Mrs. Hoyt (Eulala
Street onto Highway 121 and reported- the left front bumper-fender area, the
Like, Murray, and Mrs. Ruby White, ly turned into the path of Casebier, reports said.
Davenport, Iowa; one brother, Collie who was headed south on 12th Street,
Jackson and a passenger, Jerry R.
Bailey, Murray Route 1; seven grand- the reports said.
Hicks, Route 6, Murray, were not inchildren; four great grandchildren;
Rogers was treated and released at jured.
three step grandchildren; four step the
The accident occurred at 3:16 p.m.
Murray-Calloway
County

Motion Expected To Be Filed This Week
aa.

Attorneys To Ask Keith To Step Down
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A motion asking Special Judge J.
Paul Keith to voluntarily step down
from Calloway Circuit Court proceedings involving an attempt to oust
Constantine Curris as president of
Murray State University "will probably be filed this week," Gary
Haverstock,an attorney with the firm
of Hurt, Haverstock and Jones said today.
"Once that is done, we'll be taking
further action to file a declaratory action to have the circuit court decide
certain issues that are germane to the
issue," Haverstock added.
A three-judge panel of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals Friday dissolved an
injunction issued by Judge Keith that
prohibited four members of the 10member board or regents from par-
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SIGN OF THE TIMES — Five storefront address signs currently has
been erected by Murray downtown businesses. Four addition signs
have been ordered, according to David Graham, chairman of
the
Storefront Projects Committee. The signs, designed by committeeman Joe Rigsby with the artwork done by Bruce Ottway,
are
part of the committee's proposed "facelift' to the court
square. The
signs are designed with a selected color scheme for the
downtown
area. Merchants interested in the signs should call Graham or
Rigsby.
Erecting the Murray Ledger & Times sign are Woodrow Hicks
(left)
and Dwaine Musgrove, of the Murray Street Department.
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Reagan Nominates O'Conner
To Fill Supreme Court Position
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan today chose Arizona Judge
Sandra D. O'Connor to become the
first woman justice in the history of
the Supreme Court, calling her "truly
a person for all seasons," and fulfilling a promise he made on the way to
the White House.
Reagan said he did not name a
woman successor to retiring Justice
Potter Stewart "merely to do so," but
because Mrs. O'Connor has the
qualities needed on the high court.
"She is truly a person for all
seasons, possessing those unique
qualities of temperament, fairness,
intellectual capacity and devotion to
the public good which had
characterized the 101 brethren who
have preceded her," the president
said in his nationally broadcast and

televised announcement.
He said her nomination will be sent
to the Senate as soon as FBI
background investigations have been
completed. The court is in recess until
next autumn.

away from the resolution after learning that Arizona's two Republican
senators at that time, Barry
Goldwater and Paul Fannin, were
among eiglit U.S. senators who
voted
against it.

"We're satisfied that she will have
no problem as far as confirmation is
concerned," said Atty. Gen. William
French Smith.
There remained the prospect that
ardent conservatives would challenge
her for past support of a constitutional
The play is about children, seems to
amendment on the rights of women,
be aimed at children, and features
and on abortion. Smith said he was
children as the principal actors.
confident that no single issue would
The Murray-Calloway County Comdominate the confirmation promunity Theatre's production of
ceedings.
"Mummy Market," based on Nancy
As majority leader of the Arizona Brelis' children's fantasy, is sure to
Senate, Mrs. O'Connor backed the appeal to the child in everyone.
Equal Rights Amendment resolution
What would you do if you needed a
introduced in 1972. But she backed
"mummy" or if you were unsatisfied
with the way your mother was performing? Why, you would go straight to
the Mummy Market and trade for abetter model.
member of the council from 1969 to
Of course, trading for a new mother
1975, serving as its chairman from is not so simple as it seems.
Parents
1971 to 1975.
can learn as much as children by watHarry LaViers, Jr., Irvine,
ching this engaging "consumer dilemrepresenting the Fifth Congressional ma."
District. He is president of Southeast
The old freight depot in the MurrayCoal Company.
Calloway County Park will fill with
William McCann, Winchester, children and the stage will literally
representing the Sixth Congressional overflow this Thursday at 8 p.m.
District and a partner in the Lex- Director Richard Valentine enington law firm of Brown, Sledd and courages reservations.
McCann. He has been a council
"Murray has every reason to be
member since January, 1977, and has proud of the talent these young people
been serving as its chairman since Ju- are displaying, and I think the whole
ly, 1979.
town will want to share the fun."
Donna Maloney, Lexington, an at- Reservations and information may be
large member. She is president of the obtained by calling 759-1752.
Voluntary Action Center in Lexington
and is a special advisor to the White
House.

The Kentucky Council on Higher
Education will hold its next regular
meeting Thursday, July 9, at Murray
State University.
Scheduled to begin at 9 a.m, in the
Grand Reading Room of the Forrest
C. Pogue Special Collections Library,
the meeting will be public and open to
anyone interested in attending.
Wednesday evening, the university
will host a West Kentucky fish fry for
the council members,staff and guests
at the Hunter Hancock Biological Station on Kentucky Lake, beginning at 6
p.m.
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Report Says Brown Sought To
Replace Snyder As CHE Head
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FRANKFORT, Ky. )AP) —
Beeause of apparent dissatisfaction
with the leadership of Executive
Director Harry Snyder of the state
Council on Higher Education, Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. recently sought to
replace him, according to a published
report.
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That's the report -of. the Louisville
Courier-Journal in its Tuesday morning editions.
The. newspaper quotes "four
sources close to the counciriincluding
two of its members," as saying .that
"Brown askqd -council -Chairman
1YUcCarin—io see..vr offer
agency members Would react to the
idea of replacing Snyder.
Brown suggested James 0. King,
secretary of his Cabinet, as a possible
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Harry M.Snyder, a native of Corbin member of the council.
and an attorney, has been executive
Raymond Burse, Louisville, an atdirector of the council since October, large member. He is an attorney with
1976. Its members are:
the law firm of Wyatt, Grafton and
Robert Bell, Ashland, vice- Sloss in Louisville.
president of Ashland Oil Company.
William
Cox, Madisonville,
Raymond Barber, state superintenrepresenting the First Congressional
dent of public instruction, an ex ofDistrict. He is owner-operator of
ficio, nonvoting member.
WEBA, Corp., a trucking manageDr. Ann Bardwell, Lexington, an ex
ment firm. He has been a member of
officio, nonvoting member representhe council since March,1980.
ting the State Board of Education.
C. Gibson Downing, Lexington, an
Former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt,
Hopkinsville, senior vice-president of at-large member and former state
Southern Railroad and an at-large senator. He is a partner in the law
firm of Stoll, Keenon and Park in Lex.irigtoil.

successor for Snyder, the report added. Snyder has headed the council
since 1976.
The newspaper said Brown made
the request in a telephone conversation with McCann last month.
McCann told the council's executive
committee about the call at a closed
meeting June 25, the report stated,
and after discussing the matter, the
executive committee told McCann
that it supported Snyder and would
have no part in seeking his resignation.
-- Thtmessage sv'eliked McCann to
takeie-the-governerwasthatthe oft,people we knew of who were upset
with Snyder were him (Brown)and a
few en!...aiably presidents,11
newspaper quoted One cotulcil
member assaying.

S. •

Lawrence Forgy, Louisville, who
represents the Fourth Congressional
District. He is a partner in the law
firm of Tarrant, Combs and Bullitt in
Louisville and has been a council
member since January, 1977, and currently serves as its vice-chairman.
David
Grissom, Louisville,
representing Kentucky's Third Congressional District. He is chairman
and chief executive officer of Citizens
Fidelity Corporation, has been a council member since October, 1975, and
served two years as its chairman.
Morton Holbrook, Owensboro,
representing the Second Congressional 13ei.;::.zt, -is "8 partner -kr the•
Owensboro law_ fir ,of Sandridot,„.
Holbrook ariatraig.
Gordon Hood, Fort Mitchell, an-attura member. He Is a partner in
law firm of Heckerman, Hood and
Snyder in Cincinnati. He was a

Evan Perkins, West Liberty, an atlarge member, a law student at the
University of Kentucky and a
graduate of Morehead State University.
Carolyn Mamba, Louisville, an atlarge member. A graduate of Murray
State University, she is superintendent of the Anchorage Independent
School District in Jefferson County,
and
Dove Anna McNabb, a retired
school principal ie.t'aducah.
The presidents of Kentucky's eight
to.iiiei ly EX
ficio, nonvoting members of the council until the body was reorganised by
-OGOV. John Y.BroWn,Tt.,In Jay,TIN
— make up an advisory committee to
the council,
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DOT To Save
Money By
Changing Signs
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state Transportation Department
hopes to save $500,000 a year by
changing the type of roadway lights
used in Kentucky.
The department will convert from
mercury-vapor lights currently in use
to high-pressure sodium lights.
Bids on the project will be accepted
later this year. The work is expected
to cost $1.4 million.
'The lower wattage sodium lights
produce the same amount of light as
mercury-vapor lights and improve
visibility for motorists, according to a
release.
"At present cost levels, this investment in conservation will pay for
itself in less than two and a half years,
and even greater returns will be
realized in the future if energy costs
rise
as expected," said
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts.

Is the "Mummy Market" for kids
only? "Absolutely," says Valentine,
"in fact, we won't admit anyone over
150 years old."

Registration Is
Underway For Arts,
Crafts Festival
Registration is now under way for
artists and craftsmen who want to
participate in the annual Kenlake
Arts di Crafts Festival on Labor Day
weekend. This West Kentucky event
Reid at Kenlake State Resort Park in
Aurora draws more than 120 exhibits
and over 15,000 spectators yearly.
Festival regulations require that all
items on display must be the handcrafted work of the exhibitor.
Artists and craftspersons who are
interested In participating in the
Festival on Sept. 5-6. should _call_ 502362-4282, or write KWW, Route 1,
Grand Rivers, Ky. 42045 to request
registration form and information.
Exhibit fee is $12.50, and early
regittration is suggested. since booth
sites will be assigned on receipt of application.
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make a sufficient showing of irSee ATTORNEYS
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'Mummy Market' Will
Feature Local Children

Murray State To Be Site Of CHE Meeting
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ticipating in a hearing on charges members."
-preferred against Curris.
Board chairman Ron Chistopher
"We feel we have an ethical respon- has indicated that he does not feel the
sibility to continue with the appellate board will pursue its case against Curprocedure and the legal questions ris.
stemming from the circuit court ac"I don't see the board having a
tion," Haverstock said today.
hearing on the charges that were
The statement was in response to a presented, because that's all behind
question concerning the law firm's us now," Christopher said.
- status as attorneys for the board. The
Haverstock said the attorneys
firm was hired by university attorney representing the board would forJames Overby to assist him in the in- mulate a recommendation that will be
vestigation and presentation of the -presented at the next regular regents
charges against Curtis but the state meeting, tentatively set for late
Department of Finance has denied August or early September.
payment of the $20,000 legal fee for the
"Anything we recommend to them
firm's services.
will be entirely up to the board,"
Although he would not identify who, Haverstock said.
Haverstock said his firm is also workThe appeals court ruling says that
ing for "certain individual board Curris and his attorneys "failed to
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Community Events Listed
Tuesiley,July 7
Tuesday,July 7
Murray Assembly No. 19
D of the Beginning
Group
Order of the Rainbow for
will play from
Tennis
Ladies
p.m.
at
Girls will meet at 7
at the Murray
8
p.m.
6
to
the lodge hall.
Country Club.
Murray TOPS (take off
First Baptist Church WMU
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health generals meeting will be at 7
p.m. at the chapel of the
Center.
church.
Student Exhibition in
printmaking by El(riede G.
Parents Anonymous will
Piggott, Lafayette, Ind., will meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforopen today at the Eagle mation call 759-1087 or 435Gallery, Fine Arts Center, 4385.
Murray State University.
The exhibit will be there
Alcoholics Anonymous will
through July 21.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
end of the Livestock and Exposition Center.
•

Wedsesday,Judy
Ladies day activities at the
Murray Country Aub will hichide second day of ladies
medal play golf tournament
at 8:30 a.m., tennis and
bridge at 9:30 a.m., and
ladies day luncheon at 12
noon.
Woodmen of the World
Ranger and Rangerette activity for today is postponed
until July 22.
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We are pleased to announce
that Lori and Ronnie Garland
were married June 26, 1981.
They have selected pottery,
stainless, crystal, and accessories from our complete
bridal registry.
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Sale Prices Good
Thrv Saturday July 11

SUMMER

ACETATE I NYLON
MACHINE WASHABLE
RED. 113.11110—NOW

POLYESTER & COTTON

100% POLYESTER

STRETCH PRINTED
TERRY
VOILES
HUGE SELECTION
SOLID COLORS
GO WIDTH
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG. 63.00—NOW

SOFT, SHEER EASY TO
CARE FOR PRINTS
FOR SUMMER FASHION
46' WIDTH
REG 52.1111—NOW

SOLID COLOR

GAUZE

DRESS I BLOUSE
WEIGHT WHITE AND

COLORS

45W—MACHINE
WASHABLE
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-CHURNING ACTIVITY — Aproximateiy 25 of the residents at the Westview
Nursing Home took part in the 'Churning" held June 30 at 10:30 a.m. at the
home,according to Barbara Griffin, activities director. Hot rolls, homemade butter and jetty were served after the churning was completed. Lots of fond
memories were brought back to the residents by this activity, Ms. Griffin said.
The milk was donated by the dairy farm of Dennis and Kay Tidwell. Pictured
taking their turn at churning are Lydia Grace Jones, seated, and Marietta Wells,
standing.

SELECTED GROUPS
The Clothes ClosetSouthside Manor Shp.CU.

Murray,Ky.

HOSPITAL NEWS

7:15,9:45

5.4"-SOUD COLOR
/RIGHT YARN

Thursday,July 9
Thursday,July 9
Murray Chapter No. 92
Children of the late V
Junior Golf will be at 9
Grove 6131 Woodmen of
Royal Arch Masons will a.m. at the Oaks Country the World is scheduled to and Maggie Key of Puryer
meet at 7:30. p.m. at the Club.
meet at 6 p.m. at Triangle Turn., will have a
lodge hall.
reunion at Paris Landing
Inn.
State Park Inn.
Ellis Center will be open
Activities at the Murray
_Mothers Day Out will be
from 10 a.m.to 3p.m.for acCountry Club will include "Mummy Market" will be
tivities by the Senior Citizens held at 9 a.m. at the First Junior Golf at 9 a.m. and presented by the Ccimmunity
Baptist Church,
with lunch at 12noon.
Mixed Tennis with Tim and Theatre at the old freight
Patsy Miller as hosts at 6 depot, Murray-Calloway
Coimty Park,at8p.m.
p.m.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.-to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas atI2-noon.

Dr. Louis Hiunada of
Thursday,July 9
Lebanon will speak at 2 p.m.
Calloway County High
and 7 p.m. at the Memorial
School Chapter of the Future
Baptist Church.
Farmers of America will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
Agriculture Departinent of
Wednesday,July 8
school.
the
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
West Kentucky Amateur
7 p.m. at the church with
Astronomers will meet at the
Debbie Woods as program
Golden Pond Visitors Center
chairman.
at Land Between the Lakes
at 8 p.m. All interested perMurray Bass Club is
are invited.
sons
scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Overeaters Anonymous will be den from 10 a.m.to 2
will meet at 12 noon in the p.m. for Senior Citizens acbasement of the Baptist Stu- tivities with lunch at Hazel
dent Union, Waldrop and at 11:45 a.m. and at Douglas
at 12 noon.
Chestnut Streets.
—
The Ivory Coast has
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women become the world's 'largest
are scheduled to meet at 2 cocoa producer and will
have an estimated crop in
, p.m.at the church.
1981 of 380,000 tons. Cocoa
Ladies day activities at the and coffee accont for more
Oaks Country Club will in- than 60 percent of total exclude golf with Marilyn ports of the country. Those
Herndon as hostess and exports stood at $2.7 billion
bridge with Hazel Beale as in 1979, according to a
government report.
hostess, both at 9:30 a.m.

# never glans who woos

Welcome Wagon Qub will
have a family picnic at 6
p.m. at the pavilion next to
the old court house in the
Murray-Calloway County
Park. Each family should
bring dishes, cold drinks,
and silverware.

Adults 134
Nursery 3
7-1-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONSHowell, baby girl (Jennifer) 2101 Main,Benton. DISMISSALS
Mrs. Inez Green,206 South
15th, Murray; Charles 0.
Smith, RI. 7, Mayfield;
Donald P. Moore,807 Beech,
Mayfield; Mrs. Norma J.
Ladd, Rt. 1, Hardin; Lester
E. Burhett, 209 Mayfair,
Mayfield; J. Mark Sneed,
Rt. 1, Camby,Ind.
Mrs. Linda K. Hardin, Rt.
1, Hazel; Mrs. Peggy J.
Geurin, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Verla D. Robinson, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Danielle D. Williams,
E7 southside Manor, Murray; Mrs. Sarah Nell
Housden, 314 Woodlawn,
Murra; Mrs. Evelyn C.
Valentine, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn.
Mrs. Joyce P. Parker, Rt.
3, Benton; Gerald Stone, Rt
5, South Fulton, Tenn.;
Justin M. Casteel, 209 W.
11th, Benton; Nathanael M.
Bazzell, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs.
Rosetta J. Burkeen,--Rt. 3,
Murray; Winfred Allison,
Hardin.
Mrs. Eva T. Alexander,
Rt. 2, Murray;- Mrs. Elva
Pearl West, 1632 Miller,
Murray; Tommy D.
Workman, Rt. 1, Murray;
Mrs. Patricia B. Johnson,
115 Spruce, Murray; Mrs.
Leila F. Boyd, 1608
Kirkwood,Murray.

ANNUAL LAYAWAY
BLANKET SALE
100 HOLDS ANY PURCHASE Ur
Our Regular 11.99

BLANKETS REDUCED

lot

• Rose Prints
•Solid Color Acrylics
•'Solid Color Th4rmail
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Rose prints are polyester-acrylic blends
regular
thermals ore 100% polyester
weave solids ore 100% acrylic and are slightly
irregular. Assorted colors including blue,
green, brown, yellow, chamois and beige.
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COOKING
IS FUN

ALL COTTON

By C.ECILY BROWNSTONE
AsetwIred Press Food &Mot

FABRICS FOR EVERY NEED',

;
k:1(

FOR FASHION,
CRAFTS, GUILTS, ETC
TO.
REG.

SAVE

see

FABRIC BONANZA

FROM THIS HUGE ASSORTMENT YOU CAN
SEW FOR PLAYING-SLEEPING-LOUNGING
DRESS UP-OICORATAIG-CRAFTS, ETC.
HERE ARE A FEW
TM STORE HAS
REPRESENTATIVE,
MOST OF THESE
TYPES
PLUS MAN• MORE
• IRWIN SHEERS
•POLY CREPES
• CHALLIS
- 81110001011
• TOWN,RIOTS

IRAS TO 1114.111 QUALITY
POLYESTER 1110U0S
FAMCIES
I TO 4 YARD LENGTHS
EVERY DAY PRICE VAR

ORIGINAL PRICES

$1.997.04.99m
-

CHECKED
CALICO GINGHAM
PRINTS

WWI 111101.4IN POLY1111111t
a RAYON

Mr WIDTH II SOLOS.
STRIPES 1 0M41111 FANCIES
REG.

sa.se—piow

•
I4

gg YARD
---NON ILL
MUTE
3,4" POLYESTER

SO MANY USES
REG. 45* W.

5 $100

POLYESTER & COTTON

HARD FINISH
& BRUSHED
LOTS OF BLUES
REG.
$SW
YARD

Yds. IN

MILL
REMNANTS
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Lunch Fare
Phyllis Spinach Soup Carrot Muffins Beverage
PHYLL'SSPINACH SOUP
It's a 'low-calorie version
my sister concocted and now
is repeated on request.
10-ounce package frozen
chopped spinach 24 cups
milk
1 tablespoon butter
1 tablespoon flour
1 envelope(.19 ounces)
Instant chicken Raver
broth mix
4it teaspoon nutmeg
Cook spinach according to
package directions; do not
drain.Juan-electric blender
puree the • spinach and its
small amount of liquid with
49 cup of the thilk. In a
saucepan over moderately,
low heat nielt the butter;
whisk in the flour; gradually
Wyse 51n the rernaiuing
cups r
Alta the
mix, pureed spinach and
nutmeg; stirring constantly
cook until thickened. Makes .
4 to 6 servings.

4=1M•

100% Polyester
PRINTED BLANKET

100% Acrylic
DECORATOR BLANKET

3-inch Nylon Binding

with SAM Embroidered Binding
55% Acrilon acrylic-45%
acrylic. Solid colors of
white, blue, chamois and
brown. 72x90-inches. •

--

299

Country Charm print captures the spirited but tranquil mood of Americana.
Slue and gold. 721010inches.

799

4

100% Cotton
THERMAL BLANKET
Warmth wrtnearWarght

• •

100% cotton for com1ort,
durability ond ease .

•'

chamois' sal
72x90-indtes.

c arc

499

Full Size "Fieldcrest"
- ELECTRIC BLANKET
-VON ?elsear Warronty
wiNt.t4elyeltiiingyarwith all nylon binding.
Machine washable. Auto-.,.
adiusts to
tedlperature. Full size, sin- ,
control. Chomporta, gold Ond

•
•
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Miss Carmen Sue Cox Is Wed To
Mr. Taylor In Church Ceremony

,

Miss Carmen Sue Cox,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.
L. Cox of Carmel, Ind., and
401 the granddaughter of the
late Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M.
mMeElrath of Murray, and
f si Truman Jeffrey Taylor, son
of Bill J. Taylor of Dallas,
t
exas and the late Mrs.
argaret Ann Taylor, were
late(' in marriage on Saturay, June 6, at 2 p.m. at the
ollege Avenue Baptist
arch in Normal,Ill.
Dr. W. Ray Leininger,
stor of the church, oficiated at the candlelight,
ouble ring ceremony. A
rogram of nuptial music
Nyilis presented by Ruth
utrell, pianist, Susan
364,0hrnart, organist, and Dr.
Hugh T. McElrath, uncle of
the bride, soloist.
The vows were exchanged
•
in front of the altar featuring
I a large unity candle arA
:
rangement, flanked by tall
•• spiral candelabra. The piano
•and organ railings held
•;.', votive candles intertwined
•••••.- with swags of greenery. The
....;:pews were decorated with
%whfte bows.
IL'

1

Sherry Newsome Finalist
United Teenager Pageant

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames brake

Miss Sherry Newsome, 17,
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULYS, 11111
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA23 to Oct. 22)
James Newsome of Murray,
row be? To find oat what the tSept.
has been selected to be a
You're
invitations.
Accept
stars say, read Use forecast popular and should have a fun state finalist in the 1961 Miss
given for your birth Sign.
time. Soft-pedal ego in dealing United Teenager Pageant to
with higher-ups. Don't insist be held at the Executive
ARIES
upon the limelight.
West Hotel, Louisville, on
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) lirarA SCORPIO
Rapport with loved ones ac- (Oct. ri to Nov.21) nt'eltiC. Thursday, July 30, at 7:30
-cents morning hours, but
You'll receive behind-the- p.m.
unexpected developments scenes backing. You may be
Contestants between the
tend to upset plans later. At- uncertain as to whether to ages of 14 and 18 from all
tend to domestic priorities.
take someone into your con- over the state will, be comTAURUS
fidence at present.
peting for the title. Each one
Apr. 20 to May 20) tii ?
must have at least a B
Your best progress on the SAGITTARRJS
job comes before noon. Accent (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
average in school.
Make plans to visa friends
charm and sociability. ConThe winner of the state
erSomeone's
distance.
a
at
centration may be difficult
finals will receive an allA
you.
upsets
behavior
ratic
towards nightfall.
friend may not have the expense paid trip to compete
GEMINI
Sherry Newsome
money owed you.
in the national finals, a three
(May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
phase pageant in Hollywood, suit competition is
Write letters and make imV
required.
portant phone calls early. (Dec.22toJan. 19)
Cal., Waikiki Beach, Hawaii, Each
meeting
business
A morning
will
contestant
write
Love is with you, but don't
and Washington, D. C.,
argue about the high cost of goes well, but later you're ad- where she will compete for and recite on stage a 100
vised not to mix business with
word essay on the subject,
going out for fun.
pleasure. Close ties demand $15,000 in cash scholarships, "My
CANCER
Country."
her
for
attention.
a new automobile
.(June 21 to July 22) Of")
Miss Newsome will be
reigning year, $5,000 apShopping should be en- AQUARIUS
contract, $2,000 sp_pasofed by Hardee's
joyable. Be willing to com- (Jan.23to Feb. 18)
pearance
A trip with a loved one
promise about a domestic
may wardrobe and other awards. ,,Restaurant. A student at
matter. You may have to should be fun, but you launContestants will be judged- Calloway County High
it
getting
difficulty
have
reorient your thinking about a
ched. Be patient when faced on scholastic, civic School, her hobbies include
relative.
with delays.
achievements, beauty; poise creative writing, singing,
LEO
and personality. No swim- and going to the lake.
(July 23to Aug.22) 4fiCZ PISCES
X
C.
You'll make a good impres- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A cordial attitude at work
sion on others, but you could
be displeased by what you leads to better performance.
hear from the grapevine. Rise Children's expenses may
mount. Think twice before dipabove petty gossip.
ping into capital.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are ex(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
by nature and wellecutive
Financial opportunity
presents itself early, but com- suited to working with groups.
plications about money could You're a good moneymaker
arise with friends. Don't spend and should have no trouble finding your proper niche in the
beyond your means.
business world.

Summer Sale

The Bride
%). The bride, escorted by her
,i_father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a white
gown with fitted bodice
_.F1 featuring a graceful cluny
%Llace ruffle, seed pearls and
-:
Aace overlay. The high collar
Ap)and long fitted sleeves were
;11 edged with cluny lace ruffles
,f/ and seed pearls. The full
kirt featured an accordion
leat fron insert,floral appliques,and cluny lace trim extending into a full cathedral
The Groom
length train with a deep
The groom wore a satin
cluny lace ruffle border.
Her waltz length veil with edged midnight blue tuxedo
blusher was specially made with white ruffled shirt and
with a camelot cap of cluny -bine bow tie. He had a white
lace and seed pearls and rose boutonniere.
The groomsmen were
featured a cluny lace border.
She carried a cascading bou- Mark Ritchie, best man,
quet of silk roses, japheth or- Mark Broomell, Mike Gabbert, Jeff Jarvis and Kyle
chids,stephanotis and fern.
Matron of honor was her Boice. The ushers were Tom
sister, Frances Lee Street, of Cox,brother of the bride, AnAberdeen, Scotland. Maid of dy Anderson, Mark Hamhonor was Mary Linda Cox, mons and, Andy Leininger.
her sister. Her other -atten- They each wore midnight
dants were Diane Taylor, blue tuxedoes with peach
sister of the groom, Susan carnation boutonnieres.
The candlelighters were
Byerly and Diane Huber.
They each wore gowns of Misses Beth and Sarah Leinshy blue qiana with empire inger. They wore matching
waistlines and full flowing sky blue long dresses with
skirts. Their accordion wristlets of peach and blue
pleated capelets featured a carnations.
Mrs. Cox wore a deep blue
high neck with ruffle. They
lacebacked formal length gown with
carried
nosegays of peach and blue sheer overlay. Mrs. Taylor
silk flowers with matching chose a long pink gown with
sheer overlay and accordion
peach ribbon.
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I Activity Is Changed

Mr. and Mrs. Truman Jeffrey Taylor

AMMONIUM

*STOREWIDE*

STIL IN PROGRESS
SAVINGS UP TO

15°/0

pleated cape. They each Theological Seminary. They
wore japheth orchids.
are both recent graduates of
Those helping with the Baylor University, Waco,
wedding were----Rebeeeah•
Richardson, Iincla Gaddy,
Rehearsal Dinner
Beverly Brown, Deborah K.
Mr.and Mrs. Bill J. Taylor
Jarvis and Mts. " Betty iiosted the rehearsal dinner
Robison, wedding manager. at the Illinois State University Union 1857 room for 48
Reception
guests. Following the dinner,
The reception was held im- gifts were presented to the
mediately following the attendants.
ceremony at the Campus
Events
Religious Center adjacent to
Several pre-nuptial events
Illinois State University.
were held to honor Mrs.
The table was adorned Truman Jeffrey Taylor, the
with a blue pleated skirt and former Carmen Sue Cox,
overlaid with white lace net- prior to her recent wedding.
ting. A four tiered wedding
A linen shower was given
cake was in the center with by her suite-mates at Baylor
the silver tea service and University in Waco, Texas.
large crystal punch bowl at The home of Marki Wafford
each end. Mints and nuts in Dallas, Texas was the
were served from silver and scene of a miscellaneous
crystal trays.
shower. Mrs Ruth SchapThose serving and mire and Mrs. Martha
assisting were: Mrs Ruth Frazier gave a brunchSchapmire, Mrs Martha shower for neighbors and
Frazier, Mrs. Judy Lein- friends in Normal, M. A
r _Mrs Mary Wells, Mrs. miscellaneous shower was
iAga_j
Joyce Kirk, Mrs. OletiRèld given at the College Avenue
Mrs. Karen Hill, Mrs Baptist Church with Mrs. Liz •
Mildred Clark and Miss Amy Cole, Mrs. Mildred Clark,
Clark.
Mrs. Mary Wells, and Mrs.
Following a honeymoon Joyce Kirk as hostesses. The
trip to Bermuda, the couple bridesmaid's luncheon was
will be at home in Escon- held at the home of Mrs.
dido,California where he is a Ruth Schapmire and cograduate student at hosted by Mrs. Martha
West Frazier.
Westminster

OFF

Settle-Workman
Deandevt• Berms From The
Bei Warm

a

A pizza

you can't refuse.

XI ALHA PHI Pledges - pictured are the new pledges
of the Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. Left is
Jan Rowlett, center is Gina Thomas, and right is Kathev
KeNey.

7510023
Murray
Hwy. 4jT
Central Shopping Center

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter
Holds Potluck Dinner

Members of the Xi Alpha
Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi held their last meeting of
the 1980-81 year an MO 28. A
potluck dinnert—w-as-served
prior to business meeting.
Highlighting the meeting
was the transition of new officers into their positiens for
the 1981-82 year. The new of'beers ake PtIllidient,Sy;afa _
_ 15anaaa ;-• viceirapt,
na Vaughn; recording
secretaryriCia-Oank; cor-ary, linda
responding--ifette
Fain; treasurer, Sue Bran-

GZidfather's Pizza.
tif

,

- *gm Age

)PY AVAILA-E1

don, and extension officer,
Linda Rogers.
Committees were formed
for the 1961-82 year for ways
and means, service, social,
progtam, and membership.
These committees have
greedy met to discuss plans
and projects for next year.
The Executive „Board met
JUne--18 to-hear -reports from
ttN -L:arivffittees chai,
sons.
The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter
will not meet again until this
fall.
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The.Woodmen of the World Ranger and Rangerette Activity originally scheduled for Wednesday, July 8, has
been postponed until Wednesday, July 22, at which time a
bowling party will be held from 2 to 3 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.
Grover Burkett, WOW area manager, asks that all
Rangers and Rangerettes note the postponment of the
Wednesday event.

The Cherry Branch
IS pleased to announce that Sandra
Irvin, bride-elect of
Gary Harper, has
Ate" selected her crystal
from The Cherry
I Branch.
Sandra and Gary
will be wed August 1.
1981.

he Cherry Branck
chestnut sf,

Murray,Kentucky
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Bel A I. Stevivey Cooler
153 '795
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
Onk
With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Elam
69' Special For Kids
Inside Dining Only

free Refills On Drin k

Wednesday 4-10

P.M.
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Begin but not generous enough to
satisfy the Palestinians, who want full
independence.
Begin and the Likud believe the
West Bank belongs to Israel by Godgiven right and says they will never
agree to -foreign rule" there.
Peres and Labor say they are willing to return populated West Bank
are$s to Jordan in exchange for
peace, thus postponing the dreaded
date when Israel's Arab population
outnumbers its Jews. But they insist
on keeping control over the strategic
Jordan valley.
Both parties favor more and bigger
Jewish settlements in the West Bank,
a perennial bone of contention
between Israel and the U.S. government. But Labor says it would keep
them away from Arab cities and
would not expropriate Arab land for
them.
The next prime minister also will
have to repair the damage done to
U.S.-Israeli relations by Israel's
'destruction of Iraq's nuclear reactor
this month, which Begin ordered. •
Peres' milder manner clearly
would be more palatable to
Washington and to the American
Jewish community on which Israel is
dependent. But he has never made
clear Whether he would have ordered
the air strike if he had been in office.
He criticized Begin, but only for carrying out the operation without first
exhausting all diplomatic means to
neutralize the reactor's military
potential.
And in 1976, when Peres was
defense minister, he urged the cabinet
to authorized the equally bold
military operation that freed the hijacked hostages held at Uganda's
Entebbe airport.

Letters To The Editor
Cites Lawyer Study
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

Sodie And Ruth Hale's Close Call
At Adoptive Parenthood To A Fawn
Solon G. iSodie) Hale retired June
30 after 12 years at Murray State, first
in the Purchasing Department and for
the past 7'2 years as a fiscal officer in
the Student Financial Aid office with
Johnny McDougal.
A graduate of the U.S. Naval
Academy and a retired naval officer,
he has long looked forward to settling
to the quiet life of a gentleman farmer
on the 130-acre place east of town on
the Old Faxon Road near the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church and where he
lives with his wife, Ruth.
At least, that's what he thought he
was settling into, buta recent experience has left him a bit skeptical.
The complete peace and quiet to
which he had so looked forward just
might not be all there.
An indication of this came the other
day when Mark Wilson, a young
neighbor,showed up at their door with
a deer fawn, a baby doe, in his arms.
He had been cutting wheat and almost
ran over it with the combine. He had
carried it almost three-quarters of a
mile to Sodie and Ruth's house.
• • • -•
As you would suspect, Sodie and
Ruth,after taking one look at the wild
and helpless little creature, agreed to

take it and care for it. It could barely
stand on its little, strawlike legs. It
was only about 18 inches tall.
Using a baby bottle, left behind
after a_ grandson's visit some time
ago, they tried to coax the little
animal to drink some warm milk. 4,t
first, it would have no part of it, but as
time passed it soon was taking up to
two ounces at a feeding.
As the day wore on into the afternoon,dusk,evening and into the night,
Sodie had become somewhat wearied
by it all by midnight and went off to
bed and to sleep, but only after
preparing a bedded box, upon Ruth's
insistence, in one corner of the living
room for the fawn, which had been
given the run of the house.
• • ••
When he awoke the next morning, a
bleary-eyed Ruth already was up and
about. "Didn't you hear the fawn last
night?" she asked. "No," replied
Sodie,"I didn't hear a thing."
"Well, it cried like a baby," Ruth
went on. "So much, in fact, I didn't
sleep a wink." She then went on to tell
Sodie had she had gone into the living
room and curled up on the couch with
the fawn up next to her, hoping her
nearness would provide warmth and

which may be added,and obedience is
the premium which we pay for it."
By S.C. Van Caron
According to the study, lawyers failed to file on time; they made inexcusable errors during trials; they collected fees that were not justified by
the quality of work involved.
"A Michigan lawyer, withheld one
million dollars in settlement money
from 85 estate cases. A former
FRANKFORT — Times do change enact a more reasonable ceiling or no
American Bar Association President, and
politicians change philosophies to ceiling at all.
named himself the beneficiary of a fit
the times.
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt drew
two million dollar estate. A California
The situation alluded to above con- standing ovations when he called a
lawyer,charged his client $5,000 a day cerns
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s recent special session of the legislature in
for a routine estate case. A Minnesota reference
s to House Bill 44 passed in 1965 to enact legislation to control
lawyer,attempted to charge his client
the 1979 special session of the revenues after the landmark decision
$3,000 an hour, but the Judge would
legislature, and the fact that he may of the Court of Appeals requiring fair
not permit it."
ask the 1982 legislature to repeal it.
cash value assessments an all real
The study also states, in 1980 over
The bill limits taxing districts to a property.
two thousand lawyers in America four percent
Real property had been assessed at
increase in revenue over
were disciplined by the ABA. Only a the past
year, and no more, plus about one third of its fair cash value
few of these were disbared from the growth.
as a geideline, while in some places it
law profession.
Only last week a State Department was assessed at less than 25 percent
Continuing, "Many lawyers know of Revenue report
said that state may and some below that.
very little about accounting and book- have lost as
much as $38.4 million in
The maximum tax rate for schools
keeping methods which often leads to revenue
for the past two years was $1.50, the state's was 1.5 cents
negligent or intentional misuse of because
of the law.
while city and county assessment
clients'funds."
Inflation and the tight economy has rates varied.
Interestingly, the study states, brought
about a short fall in state
Pandemonium reigned among the
Dear Editor:
"those who practice law alone are revenue
for
electorat
the
first
e after the court decision.
two
years
of
the
Let me express to you my gratitude believed to be among the most freBreathitt called the special session
for the excellent coverage your quent offenders." The other side of Brown administration and the projecreporter did in covering our third an- this argument might be that it is tion for the next two years, beginning and enacted what was known as the
niversary celebration at the Murray easier to hide irregularities among July 1, is that revenue will not meet compensating tax .rate in what was
billed as the tax rollback law. The law
Auto Auction. It was at this time that many parties. However, we are then budget expections.
Therefor
said
taking districts could not collect
e,
budgets
must
be
slashed
we served an appreciation dinner to reminded that very often,"there is litall the many local and area dealers tle honor among thieves." Sooner or and the tight operating budget more dollars from the same property
tightened even more. That's what than it did the year before, excepting
who have continued to consign their later,"Crime does not pay."
Brown is complaining about and more that a 10 percent increase would be
cars here.
American political life is dominated
The many dealers who come here by lawyers. Many operate under the than likely will ask the legislature to allowed the first year and a 10 percent
weekly are impressed with our "All premise that, "It is easier to make repeal House Bill 44 and possibly the second year. Growth would be a
plus above this.
Kentucky City" and the reputation we certain things legal than to make
•
1'.
The law also provided that a taxing
have earned as the Used Car Capitol them legitimate." Most lawyers,
Zs* of
district could increase this if the peoas m
The World. The wholesale car however, abide by the maxims,
ple approved an increase in a referenbusiness is strong at this auction and "False in one thing, false in everydum.
we
have
people
fly here weekly to buy thing." "The trodden path is the
1•••
The only thing is Breathitt's second
cars. The availability of fine cars, the safest."
biennium
budget ran $25 million in the
access to Kyle Field and Barkley
It is not only the private citizen who
hole and Gov. Louie B. Nunn increasField, the many fine restaurants and is complaining. United States
Chief
ed the sales tax from three to five perovernight accommodations, plus the Justice Warren Burger, using
infor•:cent to make up the shortage.. He was
Southern hospitality is some of the mation supplied- by Judges from
immediately labeled as,
taxing
reasons why they choose to come around the nation, said in 1977,
"that
governor by the Democrats. here.
up to half of the nation's trial lawyers
Times grew good. Wendell Ford
We are proud to be a part of this pro- are unfit to appear in court."
He
was
in the State Senate. The tax
gressive community and we will do repeated this charge in Dallas a few
dollars rolled in so fast under the coal
everything in our power to see that the years later.
severance tax, the increased sales tax
industry of wholesale car business
It becomes quite clear that future
and all sources.
stays strong in Calloway County.
clients are going to have to become
Ford got a bill passed to take the
Pe r,
Again, our thanks to your staff and better informed about how to find
1,
r
II /5 / I 1 0/ ,
sales
tax off prescription drugs. This
Murray & Calloway County dealers reputable persons to represent them
1• it 1„ l 1 1,
11a,
fill*
vehicle got him elected lieutenant
for your support during the last three in all their different -walks" of life.
governor. Good times continued and
years.
"Every man has three charactersas lieutenant governor he got a bill
WRITE
A
LETTER
Sincerely,
that which he exhibits, that which he
Letters to the editor are welcomed passed to take the sales tax off takeJames E. Tate Sr.
has, and that which he thinks he has."
and
encouraged. All letters must be home groceries.
•
Owner &Operator
I believe that there are very few
He road this vehicle to the United
signed by the writer and the writer's
Murray Auto Auction
professional lawyers practicing today
States
Senate.
address
and
phone
number must be
who,"started life by giving $500 worth
Now, times have turned mar. A
included for verification. The phone
of legal advice for $5.00, and are now
"rollback" law is a detriment to.the
number will net be published.
_
giving $5.00 worth of legal advice for
Letters should be typewritten and administration.
r$500."
But,
I
am
also
sure
that a few
He that heft Nu ear, let bin
Brown is trying to lead the public to.
double-spaced whenever possible
beer what the Spirit smith unto the do exist in our society.
believe
that property taxes cannofbe
and
should
be
on
topics
of
general
dmrdie He that overvalued' shell "Character is not cut in marble; it
increased unless House Bill 44 is
interest.
net be burt by the second death. is not somethi
ng solid and
Editors reserve the right to repealed. The bill clearly states, Just
Revelation 2:11.
unalterable. ltis something living and
condense or reiert Ailly letter antl as Breathitt's rollback bill stated,that
become Uinta-let:I
aarati can_beiacramaetiby_avotaatthe
uttriksty Spun is.speaking to-au RTIXtrbIttrg
•
.
-Amy: He speaks through Tampa,
Address cor. ,..4
s
yntience
,
to:
-People. .
L.J. Wolfe
"Peed mar; through poverty, "Help
Editor, The- Murray Ledger &
Since when.should we turn such
Rte 3
met"; through Wneliness, "Yiek
Times,Box 32, Murray.Ky,42071.
decisions over to the politicians. The
feel"
Murray,Ky.
-4peoples' voice still should be heard.
Letter To Editor:
-The truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth:" With these
words, administered in a court of law,
justice is served. Don't count on it!
It now appears likely that lawyers
will soon have to "swear-an-oath"
before the courts not only as to the
truth, but also as to honesty, competence, and fairness in their dealings
with clients.
"Tis not the many oaths that makes
the truth, but the plain single vow that
is vow'd true.
A recent study,"U.S. News & World
Report," May,11, 1981, p.38-41.,shows
that in 1980 alone, 32,000 lawyers were
indicted on charges of dishonesty,
embezzelment, incompetence, and
greed. The specific ctiarges were:
defrauding, conflicts of interest,
breaking the law, contempt for legal
ethics, and costly mistakes.
"Justice is the insurance which we
have on our lives and property; to

• ••••••
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Israeli Policy Not
Likely To Change
AP News Analysis
By ARTHUR MAX
Associated Press Writer
TEL AVIV, Israel 1API — Israel's
foreign policy is not likely to change
much no matter who wins the election.
There'is a broad consensus on the
Jewish state's problems with the rest
of the world, and the two contenders
for power — Prime Minister
Menachem Begin of the conservative
Likud bloc and Sturnon Peres of the
socialist Labor Party — differ more in
style than in principle.
"Ours is more restrained and more
modest,"says Peres.
If Peres were to win, the Middle
East might be a little quieter without
Begin's belligerency and his sharp
verbal attacks on European leaders.
But Israel under Peres would not
withdraw from the Jordan River, it
would not return East Jerusalem to
the Arabs and, it would not negotiate
with Yasser Arafat's Palestine
Liberation Organization.
Begin with characteristic bravado
has threatened to bomb the antiaircraft missiles Syria moved into
eastern Lebanon. Peres in his softer
tone says "diplomacy must be given
every chance," but he agrees military
action may be needed.
Begin and Peres hold different
views on the West Bank of the Jordan
River and the Gaza Strip, which
Israel captured in 1967, but both promise to carry out the Camp David
agreement calling for Palestinian
self-goverrunent in the two occupied
territories.
Talks with Egypt and the United
States to work out an autonomy plan
have been stalled for a year. Most
observers believe a Labor government would be more generous than

•
. •

Agree Or Not

Philosophies Change
To Fit Times

Thanks Expressed

AlF1Fruir

Bible Thought

an inducement for it to go to sleep.
This worked for a little while, but
not for long. Most of the night passed
with the little animal roaming about
the house with Ruth, bottle in hand,
close behind.
Later in tha morning, they called
Game Warden Jerry Alexander, and
shortly after noon, he showed up at
the house. The problem was,compassionately and rightfully, what to do
with the fawn?
•

•

20 Years Ago

Sa

fu
ro

Marcia Gail Chumbler, 19 year old
Mayfield student at Murray State
University, was chosen Miss Kentucky at a beauty pageant held at Covington. She will represent the state in
the Miss Universe Contest at Miami
Beach,Fla.,this week.
Cadet Johnny D. Parker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Parker of Murray
Route 5, was honored when he was
selected for a special place at the
parade at the ROTC Summer Camp at
Fort Knox. He is a student at Murray
State College.
Miss Nancy Lovins, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Lovins, was married to Charles Wayne Byers, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Byers,on June 23 at
the Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Dale Erwin, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Brandon, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Starks, a girl to Mr. and
Mra. Lloyd McKinney, and a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Billy Joe Anderson.
The Rev. Stephen Cobb will be the
evangelist at the Salem Baptist
Church revival, July 10 to 16, according to the pastor,the Rev. William R.
Whitlow.
Rib roast is listed at 65 cents per
pound in the ad for A & P.

Their first thought was that the
mother doe, detecting human scent on
the fawn, might reject it if it was
returned to where it was found. But
they felt it was worth a try. After all,
Sodie said, a baby's place is with its
mother.
So, that's what they did. They took
the fawn back into the wheat field and
left it as near as possible to the place
where Mark said he had come upon it.
Their plan was to come back the
next day to check on it. If It was still
there, they would bring it back to the
house,continue to feed it and attempt
to raise it as a pet, assuming, of
course, that its mother had rejected
it.
If it wasn't there, they would
assume the mother doe had heard its
cry and had taken it back.
• • •
hardly slept that night either,"
Ruth laughed, "thinking about that
poor little creature out there all alone
and at the mercy of almost anything
that came along."
Eddie T. Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
However, when they went back the
next morning, the little fawn was John Riley of Murray, is serving with
gone, apparently taken back by its the Armed Forces in Korea.
Deaths reported include Dennis
mother as they hoped she would.
There were no signs of anything other Burton,64.
A feature story on George Hart Pitthan that had taken place, much to
man,87, written by Lochie Faye Hart,
their relief.
Looking back on the experience, staff writer, is published today in The
Sodie and Ruth figure they didn't have Ledger & Times.
Harold Young of Murray was a
much choice in the close call they had
at becoming adoptive parents to such member of the Livestock Judging
Class at Murray State College that ata wildlife creature.
"After all, what else can you do tended the Hereford Cattle Field Day
when someone brings a helpless little at the Paul Choate Farm near
fawn to your door?" Sodie said with a Hickman. The event was sponsored
grin. "You either get it back to its by the University_ of Kentucky and the
mother, or you take care of it. It's just Hereford Association.
Suzanne Nix and Carolyn Carraway
that simple."
are spending the week at the Bear
Creek Girl Scout Camp.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fletcher of
Louisville are the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris.
By Ken Wolf
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Sometimes it takes a military man
"Prairie Roundup" starring Charles
to make us listen to words of peace.
The late Omar Bradley, the last of Starrett and Smiley Burnett.
America's World War II giants to
leave the scene, made this comment
many years before his death several
By The Associated Press
months ago:
•
Today is Tuesday, July 7, the 188th
Ours is a world of nuclear giants
day of 1981. There are 177 cLvapleft in
and ethical infants. We know
the year.
more about war than we know
Today's highlight in history:
about peace, more about killing
On July 7, 1846, the U.S. annexation
than we know about living.
Bradley's words could apply to life of California was proclaimed when a
and death issues running the gamut flag was raised at Monterey, followfrom abortion through disarmament ing the surrender of the Mexican garto water pollution. But Bradley's rison.
On this date:
words sound less ominous if we add to
In 1801, the black general — Tousthem the comment of another World
War H hero, Admiral William "Bull" sant l'Ouverture — proclaimed
Halsey. He said during the course of Haiti's independence from France.
In 1865, four people were hanged
the Pacific war:
after being named as accomplices of
There are no great men; only
John Wilkes Booth in the assassinagreat challenges that ordinary
tion of President Abraham Lincoln.
men have to meet.
In 1898, the United States annexed
Hawaii.
Wirral/ Ledger St runes
, And in 1958, President Dwight
Eisenhower signed the Alaska
(USPS301.7N1
Publisher
Walter I.. Apperson statehood bill.
Editor
R.Gene McCutcheon
Ten years ago: Cuba released 13
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon elicept Sundays, July 4, Americans after four Cuban fishing
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving by Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St., captains were freed by the United
Murray. Ky. 42071 Second Clam Postage Paid at States.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Five years ago: The Indonrian
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
government reported 9,000 people
camera, $3.25 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Callovray County and to Benton, Har- dead in an earthquake in New Guinea.
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
One year ago: Militants holding the
Paris, Buchanan, and Puryear, Tn , $24.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations, $39.50 per American hostages in Iran said the
year.
hillmber of Associated Press, Kentucky Press captives were again being shifted to
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers another locale to foil another rescue
Amociation
attempt.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
Today's birthdays: Former BeatIt
republishi
issinbilrie
rs originated by The Mit_rrav
ii.g.esr301rr is 41 years mu. 6, Aron
L.=
wiles allathw
dAlrgyi,
*vrnie aret[h
Business Office
---152.19111
Thought for today: Nothing in life
Classified Advertising
7$3,19111
Retail (Display)Ailleertla04
711-1919 to be feared. It is only to
Circulation
7$14016 understood —
Marie Cur%
News and Sparta Dept
7133-111111
born physicist (1367-1934).
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30 Years Ago

Thoughts
In Season

1

Today In Historv
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Sp5 Thomas T. Noel is scheduled to
arrive home July 27 from South Korea
after serving for 13 months in the 2nd
Bn.,72nd Armor B Company there.
Twenty-eight local girls will compete for the title, -Miss Calloway
County Fair Queen," on the opening
night of the fair on July 12. The Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club is for the eighth year sponsoring
the pageant in cooperation with the
Murray-Calloway Jaycees.
Deaths reported include Miss
Gladys E. Rogers, 72, Miss Attie
Faughn, 77, and Mrs. Olna Hendley
Marberry, 101.
Edwin Leon Grogan II, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Grogan of Murray, is
now interning in general surgery: at
the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va., after receiving hiy
degree of Doctor of Medicine at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn.
Births reported include a boy to
Terry and Mitzi Lax, July 1, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Parker, June
8
Bacon is listed as selling for 43 cents
per pound in the ad for Jim Adams
IGA.
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ON THE si

Answer to the hauling dilemma...

HOMES FOR AMERICANS Versatile tra
ilers are handy
for home remodeling projects

,HOUSE

By ANDY LANG
stronger abrasive papers that
AP Newsfeatures
You can sand faster and work well in power sanders.
more easily with a power sand- When you shop for them, you
er. The old-timers will tell you will find they are usually clearThat's 12 two-by-fours, eight host of accessones
including a enough to hitch up to compact
that you can't sand better. But ly marked as to their suitability
sheets of plywood, four rolls of lockable, molded
cover, hard- cars. According to Weirs, the
if you use the right machine for for electric machines. If they
insulatio
an
n,
extension
ladder,
aren't,
wood rails, a channel for trans- addition
ask the dealer, specithe job, along with the proper
of a trailer requires
and 10 sheets of 4 x 8 paneling. porting motorcycles;
abrasive paper, you can get ex- fying precisely how the abraand a canAll
the
meterials
you need for vas weekender kit which con- extra fuel at the miserly rate of
cellent results if you take it sive is being used.
just one-half gallon per 100
that spring do-it-yourself pro- verts the trailer
Some manufacturers of abraeasy.
to a sleeping miles.
ject.
Taking it easy means guiding sives continue to use the numcompartment.
All the hauling space you
Now, how are you going to
the sander rather than pushing bering system for defining their
The VersaTrailer has an 18- need without
get it all home?
it, holding it gently rather than products, but usually have accubic-foot cargo area with a ca- don't need. the big cm you
The utility trailer
The shift to -smaller, fuel- pacity of nearly
applying too much pressure. companying descriptions, such
1,000
efficient compact cars has sub- making it ideal for pounds, has come of age. For more inTabulate the causes of uneven as very fine, fine, medium,
stantially reduced our ability to hauling jobs. Despite numerous formation, write Coleman
results and you will find that coarse and very coarse.
its hauling Camping Trailer Division, P.O.
You may find it safer to do a
do the hauling we used to do capacity,
they usually are a poor choice
VersaTrailer is light Box Ill, Somerset, PA 15501.
of abrasive paper and the ap- little hand sanding on the ends
with our big old station wagons.
plication of excessive pressure. and edges of wood even though
•
NO-CAlt 4ABAGi
Belt sanders and disc sanders the main part of the project
Need for alternatives
are used for heavy-duty sand- has been power-sanded. One
ql
ing. The belt sander is a kind other tip: if you are sanding
While we may not miss the
of jack-of-all-jobs, being well between coats of varnish, shellow mileage of our big car, we
IMAM 5
MASTER SUITE
MO NOON
lac
or
lacquer,
there
is
less.
adapted for very rough sanding
COuNtitt
14'6'44'
now need to find alternatives for
K ITC iiEN
as well as for finishing oper- chance of ruining the work if
hauling bicycles, mowers,
21'2'.15'4'
you
use
a
sheet
of
fine or very
ations. It must be handled with
building supplies and a lot
DINING
care, never being held in one fine sandpaper rather than a
13'4'1(11'
more.
power
sander. Place it lightly
place while the belt is moving.
In his book, Chilton's More
tvi
When rough wood must be on the surface, moving it
Miles Per Gallon Guide. Dr.
srnoothed or paint removed, it across the work with your finPaosahp OtISSIK
Ronald M. Weirs suggests conFLOOR PLAN
is all right to cut across the gers with very little pressure.
a4
sidering the small utility trailer
grain, but this should never oe
-111+
tIvING ROOM
as a means to fill the gap beSEDROCII 2
(The techniques of using varclesm
done when final or near-final
23'ilk'6in, cut
.
tween
the fuel efficient car you
ct
nish,
shellac,
lacquer,
stain,
sanding is required. In that
want and the inefficient hulk
case,- the belt must be in line filler, remover, bleach, etc.,
you sometimes need.
War
are detailed in Andy Lang's
with the grain.
"Fer the price difference beIM/A4-9'a
Like the belt sander, the disc booklet,"Wood Finishing in the
• .tween a highly efficient small
sander has to be handled care- Home," which can be obtained
COSY FRONT PORCH provides country cottage appeal
car and a bigger, less efficient
fully. It is designed for very by sending 50 cents and a long,
in this three-bedroom two-bah
ranch home. A large country kitchen abuts the generous living
wagon, you can probably buy a
rough work, but it will leave stamped envelope to Knowroom.
Plan
HA1209
C
has
1,680 square feet, excluding an optional mud room and
utility trailer and have enough
swirl marks if not used exactly How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington,
lavatory.
For
more
informat
ion,
write — enclosing a stamped,self-addressed envelope —
cash left over to buy a good set
to the manufacturer's recom- N.Y. 11743.)
to architect Thomas M.Cohen.48
Weet 48th St.. New York, N.Y. 10036.
of stereo components or enough
mendations, which
means
bringing only part of the disc in
fuel to drive for a year or so."
contact with the work at a
Many refinemenis
slight angle. Some special types
of disc fight the tendency of the
HOT ON THE
1
The increased need for utility utility trailer TRAIL TOWARDS FUEL EFFICIENCY, the
machine to leave the swirls,
has come of age. Bajding materials, lawn mowtrailers has resulted in many re- ers,
but even these kinds require
motorcycles and much more are easy to transport on
By BARBARA MAYER
bara Taber, editor of Bride's store in the country has one or grOomS (or more
finement
s
to
the
tradition
al
gentle handling. You can buy
traditiona
lly
Coleman's VersaTrailer. With a hauling capacity of 1,000
AP Newsfeatures
Magazine.
is trying to figure out how to brides and their mothers) tend trailer. For example, Coleman's lb.,the
machines especially made for
VersaTrailer only requires extra fuel at the economi- Not many brides and grooms
Accordin
g
to
a
home
furnishimplemen
registry,
bridal
a
t
"
VersaTrai
to
ler
have
is
available
longer
disc sanding or get disc sand- are writing their own wedding
with a cal rate of one half gallon
ings trade publication, the brid- said E. T. Catlett, Jr., presi- meeting with lists today after
per 100 miles.
ing attachments for your port- service these days. Rustic
the store's bridal
wed- al market accounts for 50 per- dent of Royal Doulton of Amerable electric drill.
dings on mountaintops or cent of dinnerware sales, 48 ica. Some stores that did not consultant, added Catlett.
Most popular of the so-called meadows with both bride and
rhe tabletop industry keeps
percent of sterling sales and 40 have bridal registers have
finishing sanders are the orbit- groom sporting the same long
added them, and others that close tabs on style preferences
al or in-line types. The orbital hairdo, popular in the 1970s, percent of glassware sales.
Ms. Tober and others report did have them have improved of brides, since a goodly porsander's flat bottom moves in are also out of favor.
a griming interest in bridal re- and expanded them, he ex- tion of luxury items for the
tiny, almost imperceptible
table are sold to this market.
Being outrageous during and
ovals. The in-line's movement after the ceremony, is out of gistries at gift and department plained.
(Royal
The register fognerly concen- estimateDoulton, for example,
bilmek and forth. Many finish- fashion, according to a sam- stores, after a decline during
ute by conventional showerIf yours is an average
year, assuming each member ol
.trated mainly on the couple's Americans that 50 percent of its of four, you probably family
ing sanders these days have a pling of expert opinion. Instead, the 1970s.
use
sales
more
go
to
bridal
the
heads,
to just three gallOns per the family took the equivalen
These registers enable a choice of luxury tableware. Tot of
dual action, permitting either tradition is back where wed- couple
•
than
80,000
market.)
gallons
of
water
minute.
to record their choices day, items such as sheets and
a five-minute shower daily.
orbital or in-line sanding with dings are concerned.
for china, silver flatware and towels, blankets, pots and pans, Brides have always.been con- every year!
•
These
showerheads are spethe touch of a button or switch.
It is reflected in the fact that crystal and other household small electric appliances and servative in _taste where china
No one has to tell you that cifically designed
to provide
Generally, it is best to use the marriages are steadily
Send for Information
needs and to avoid duplication other household necessities and patterns are concerned, noted water rates are going up. So are drenchin
increasg, thoroughly satisfyorbital part first, since it re- ing and are expected to contin- in gifts.
John Bellak, Royal Doulton's rates for gas or
Colorful literature describing
electricity to heat ing showers,,even at the reduced
luxuries are equally prominent Managing director.
moves wood a bit faster, then ue to rise through at least
Brides are that water. And,
"Just about every major on register lists. Bride; and
1983.
the complete line of Kohler
what about water volume.
switch to the in-line action. It is also seen in a rise in the
careful _ to -choose something -sewage
service charges?-TheyThere are also vibrating finish- number of formal weddings,
safe that will be usable over a
With
water-c
onservi
ng
g other
conserv
plumbin
ingg l'rtjj
andu‘l
les
isu
aVe
long period of time, said Bel- are often based on the amount of showerheads and faucets,a --"Sering sanders, less expensive but say caterers and others whb
fam- products is available by sending
water used in the home.
less effective, yet suitable for serve the bridal market.
lak.
ily of four could save as much is - $1.00 to Kohler
Co., Box 1100.
But-interest in elegant and
It all boils down to this: Save
small projects.
Couples are going traditional
formal tableware seems to be water. . .and you save money! 20,000 gallons of water per Kohler, WI 044.
The selection of the proper when it comes to choosing
on the increase. The best-sellmachine is only part of the some of their home furnishings,
Saving water isn't difficult, ************
ing pattern at Lenox, for ex- says Kohler
**************-A-**
struggle to obtain a good result. as well. Although not always
Co., a leading
By ANDY LANG
Another integral portion of the recognized as such, the bridal
price comparisons is to be cer- ample, is a very traditional -majwfatturer of
- -*
For all-your Travel Reservations Call
AP Newsfeatures
effort is the choice of the right market IS a home furnishings
tain the roofers are bidding on Victorian style that dates from sefving toilets, water-conshowerheads
abrasive paper. The flint and market.
Q. — We soon will be buying exactly the same materials. 1919, -said Bob Sullivan, vice and
faucets.
garnet papers you may have
Of the estimated $12.5 billion shingles for our roof, which Once the decision has been president of Lenox, Inc.
Daily use a factor.
used for hand sanding will in sales that weddings are said presently has asphalt shingles made, be sure your written
In crystal, the idea of one
break down too fast when used to generate each year, more on it. We have run into a con- agreement spells out in detail over-size wine glass suitable for
Dependi
ng on daily. use.,
in power machines. The alumi- than half (51.5 percent) goes flicting opinion which has got- the work to be done, the mate- all occasions, popularized in the
num oxides and silicon carbides for home furnishings and ten us confused and we need rials to be used, the completion 1970s, has given way to a desire these products could save your
family some 30,000 gallons of j
o,
are among the newer and household equipment,says
Bar- your help. When we went to get date and penalties, if any, the for at least three sizes — the water a year . . . or more!
estimates on a new roof, the warranties,and guarantees, the water goblet, the wine glass
The conventional toilet for *
first roofer gave us a price for removal of waste materials, the and the champagne-sherbert.
asphalt shingles. The second final price and the method of Most brides choose at least instance, uses about fi ve gallons *
representing
THE
•
one gave us a higher price, but payment.
these three sizes.
of water per flush. It accounts *
Americ
an
and
Interna
Since sociologists tell us that for as much as 40 percent of all
he said the shingles he would
tional Traveltime *
put on — fiberglass shingles —
Q. — Call you tell me what life is getting more informal, the water used in the home.
****
****
****
*****************
were of a higher quality. We single coverage, double cov- why should there be a return to
Water-conserving toilets
then went back to the first roo- erage and triple coverage mean formality in articles of tablemismismimr
"Water-Guard" toilets from
ware?
fer, who said that fiberglass in respect to roofing?
Catlett and Bellak of, Royal the Kohler line, on the other
shingles also are made of asA. — Coverage is an approxiphalt and that there really was mate indication of the amount Doulton put it down to growth hand, are designed to flush with
IS ON
very little difference. What is of weather protection provided of interest in the home. significantly less water . . . as
your advice?
by different roofing products. "People are more interested much as 36 percent less. The
A. — Conventional asphalt Roll roofings generally are con- and more sophisticated about savings could add up to some
shingles are relatively in- sidered single coverage items. wine, gourmet foods and enter- 10,000 gallons of water a
expensive and can be counted Shingles are applied so that taining. This has raised the lev- . . and 10,000 gallons year
less
on to have a life expectancy of they overlap
el of interest and taste of many sewage.
each other
Home Repair
15 to 20, sometimes 25, years. greater or lesser extent to a consumers," said Catlett.
No."Ixick in the tank" here;
Those
These shingles are made of a whose coverage is
Like the rest of the popu- these toikts
such that noare
engineer
*Paint
ed
for
ing,
Siding &RooN
base mat of organic material, where,is there any significant lation, brides are more sophis- positive,
thorough flushing with
usually cellulose fibers, satu- roof area with less than
ticated,
better
educated
more
,
two or affluent
rated with asphalt and surfaced three thickness
and better traveled significantlyless water.
es
termed than
.Water-conserving showerwith mineral granules, which double coverage orare
once
was the case. Many
triple covheads
and faucets are alsci effiprotect
plan
against the sun's drying erage, respectively.
to continue working after
FOP THE PARTICULAR MAN
cient Water savers. . . and even
rays and give the shingles
marriage.
more color and added protecSince statistics indicate — more efficient dollar savers,
On The Sauar-rs
Q. — We have an old roX
tion against fire.
and experts confirm — that the since heating water is a major
Fiberglass shingles have a made of wooden shakes. Can bridal market is eager to em- fuel expense.
Kohler Water-Guard showbase mat of fiberglass, also im- asphalt shingles be applied brace the finest products the
bedded in asphalt and also sur- over them?
home furnishings industry has erheads, for example, can reGenerall
A. —
y, no. While as- for sale, consumers can expect duce the amount of water Used
faced with mineral granules.
They cost more than the con- phalt shingles usually can be to see continued growth of such when showering by 50 percent
ventional asphalt shingles, but applied over wooden shingles, products aimed at today's or more . . from the six to
the manufacturers, usually the most roofers say shakes should brides and grooms.
eight gallons-delivered per minsame as those who make the be taken off because they do
regular asphalt shingles, say not supply a smooth surface for
they last longer, have the high- nailing.
111ROWSR1
c
est fire-resistance rating, have
more weathering-grade asphalt (A homeowner's guide to the
and,because of the fiberglass selection of quality roofing, inbase mat, will not blister, curl, cluding an asphalt shingle color
chart, can be obtained by sendbuckle or not.
Our advice, therefore, is to ing 50 cents and a long,
look at all types of shingles, stamped, self-addressed envecompare the prices and make a lope to Know-How, P.O. Box
decision on which roofer to Se- 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
lect after considering the labor Questions of general interest
costs. All of this is based on the will be answered in the column,
411. HI. MON
f
assumption that you have but individual correspondence
cannot
be undertaken.)
checked out the roofers' qualifications and find them equally
Quantities Limited
acceptable. Probably the most
CUSTOM ACCESSORIES. INC
•Telescope Antenna.
important thing in making
• Rotary Tuning and Volume Controls.
• EM/AM Selector Switch
New
Figures show that only
• Personal Earphone Included.
Concep
about one-third of the
t
• Coordinated Wrist Strap.
players in the National
in
• Solid State Circuitry.
Tools
•
Basketball Association stay
#EASY-TO-CARRY
SLIMLINE DESIGN
9 Volt Battery NOt Included.
with one team for their full
While
5-3/8"11 x3"W x 13
/
4"D
careers.
SoIalles
Last
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Newly-Weds Opt for Traditional Homes

Watchword for the eighties
save water and you'll save money

Here's the Answer ffig

Marjorie and Bill Major 7*:
7S3-0880

3.

SUMMER
CLEARANCE

Murray Handyman
Service

SAVINGS UP TO

50%

*Remodeling
*General

LAraham &Jackson

P.O. Box 926 Murray

n 'Murray Supply's

i

ACE

Department

$777 Li,

HARDWARE
VALUE

mit

PORTABLE RADIO

•I.11

GRIP-IT

Why pay 50%
more for a
copier than
you need to!

•

$844 igloo

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

COOLER

•

5"

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The NUM Weer & lion by
• Stores a hearty lunch.
5:30 p.m. Mondorfridoy or by
330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
• Holds a vacuum bottle
to call 753411 between 5:31 pa.
Iterenfel
snugly in place,
sal I pa Nada Itreseb Frey,*
Itiek Ir•ws
s.
Tee Geier Selman
3:31 pa.sa 1p.. Wonky%
Keeps focKNOINACISE• N'OM
•
A circulation deportment emthe ice and beverages.
GREAT FOR WORK ployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
and PLAY!
of your newspaper Calls must
_ e pieced by li I.11. weekdays Of.
-4 p.a. :....ertafp_ to Want

Airray Supply.
•

TS34341

The new—and very reliable —
A 8 Dick 990 plain paper cop
ler Compares to 111Quipment
cost

ing 50% more
The 990 has all of the most
wanted" teatijeltil machines
costing 50% more---including
the versattlity to make 11" k ir
copies copy on both sides ol
paper and use most any kind
Of payer, including overhead

Step on the pedal to make
the lid pop open. Uses a
paper grocea apig as a
liner. Assorted colors
with white lid._21115111-00
Oasalitisa WNW

now
DELUXE
HEAVY-DUTY
FOOT PUMP
Delivers 100 psi for fdling
tires, balls, air mattress
es,
rafts, inner tubes and
morel With gauge, 26in. hose.

57770
OUANTMES LIMITED-

6-IN. STRAP
WRENCH
The Grip-it strap wrench
handles any shape—with
a soft touch) Works on
filters, plastic pipe, etc.
without damaging, shot:04VSOH

trassmencies and om_

delivery.

The regular business °fib:shouts of Tbs Hatay Wpm
era 1 ea. W I t.e..
through Friday ondl
Is. asssai
Saturdays

Woos •vi—.- ....••••••--* """•."

)y AVAILABLEJ

.
00 now
30-OT. STEP-ON
WASTEBASKET
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la=
116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD

2475912

qiuth-14,4 murray"0ne & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray Ky.

Phone
753-2511
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Summer Baseball At A Glance
lt

Hendon Hurls Two-Hitter,
fans 14 In Little League

In three Little League
games Monday, the Reds
and the A's were tied at 5-5
through seven innings and
will finish at 5 p.m. while the
Cards blasted the Cubs, 14-3,
and the Pirates beat the
Twins,5-1.
For the A's, Jimmy Baker
had a two-run home run and
Tony Robinson had a double.
The Reds were led by Ben
Yoo, who had a triple, and by
Chris Padgett and Mark
Miller, who each had a double.
Rodney Skinner and Jamie
Shields to pitch the Cards to
their win. Skinner also had

three hits, including a double
and a triple.
The Cards were also led by
Mike Garland, who had
three hits, including two
doubles; by Greg Futrell,
who had three hits, incuding
a double; by Bob Kemp, who
had two hits, and by Darrell
Rogers, who had a double.
For the Cubs, John
McMillen had a double.
For the Pirates, Ed Hendon struck out 14 batters and
allowed only two hits to get
the win.
Chip Adkins had a double
for the Twins' only extra
hashit.

Slugger, Cards Win By
8 Runs In East T-Ball
In a pair of games in the
East T-Ball League, the
Sluggers beat the Misfits, 2012, and the Cards beat the
Jets, 27-19.
For the Sluggers, Mac
Dunn, Joey Tubbs, Missy
Weibrauch and Anthony
Black each had a double
while Black also made an
unassisted double play by
catching a fly ball and tagging a runner off base.
The Misfits were led by

Pam Bucy and Brian Anderson, who also had doubles.
In the Cards' win, Jason
Reed had a grand slam while
Jeff Luffman and Willie
Roberts each had a double
and a triple. LaDawn Cook
also had a double for the
Cards.
The Jets were led by
Stephanie Miller and Shawn
Vaughn, who each had a double.

Astros, Phillies, Cards
Win In Park League

-

Tournament dance, which
begins at 9 p.m. Saturday at
the clubhouse.
More than $3,W1 in nierchandise prizes await the top
winners in each of the
flights, according to Dr. Joe
Rexroat, Murray dentist and
perennial tournament chairman.
Brown, 26 years old and a
stock broker with HilliardLyons,Inc., in Paducah, won
last year's event for the first
time with a one-stroke edge
over fellow Paducahan Jimmy Musgove despite a triple
bogey on the final hole.
Brown, who had finished
second in the tournament on
three previous occasions,
posted a 69 on the round,
which with his Saturday's
score of 70 gave him a 139
total, or five under par for
the tournament.

world — the youngster with
the unruly curls, familiar
red headband and- low
temper fuse whose lefthanded brilliance halted
Bjorn Borg's streak of five
men's championships and 41
consecutive match victories
at Wimbledon.
In producing this sensational upset, the 22-year-old
shot-making wizard enlarged upon his reputation as the
game's bad boy — "Super
Brat," "Mac the Strife,"
"Mac-In-Row," "Prince of
Wails," pick your own
cliches — while piling up a
series of fines for his court
tantrums.
He has the .whole sports
world asking: What makes
McEnroe steam? Did he
have no discipline as a kid?
Was he pampered by his
parents? Realizing their son
was a rare genius, were the
elder John and Kay
McEnroe derelict in their
obligations to apply a tight
rein?
"Absolutely not," insists
Kay McEnroe. "We have
three boys, John the oldest.
They were taught to be con-

run doubles.
Chris Dill had a single for
the Twins'only hit.
In the Cubs' win, Kevin
Tucker and Erica Musgrow
each had two hits in three at
bats and two RBI while Sean
Morton had an RBI triple.
For the Astros, Scott
Lyons had three hits in four
at bats and two RBI; Andy
Marello had a two-run triple,
and David Wesson had two
hits in four at bats and two
RBI.

Golfers wishing to participate should send their entry fee and starting time
preference to—Rekroat as
soon as possible.
Starting times, he said,
will begin from both the first
and 10th tees at 7:30 a.m.
and again at 12:10 p.m. They
will be assigned on a first-

come, first-served basis.
Pre-arranged foursomes
should also be listed -with the
players' names.
Rem-oars address is 1210
Johnson Blvd., Murray, Ky.
42071. His phone numbers
are i502) 753-9201 at his of.
fice and (502) 753-9331 at his
horn e.

Foster, 56, boys, and
Meredith Howe,69, girls.
8 and 9 year-olds, playing
six holes: Bill Fandrich, 39,
boys, and Karen Fandrich,
49, girls.
7 years old and under,
playing three holes: Russ
Adkins. 95 box", and Jeri,
nifestilawe,40, girl
-Linda Jones z:2:
12 and 13-year-oldr. Chip Jones are in charge of the
53. boys, and Lee club's junior golf program.
b,57, girls.
Play begins each Thursday
and 11-year-olds: Scott at9a.m.

Robert Billington, 16,fresh
from a week-long golfing
subool in North Carolina,
fired a one-over-par 37 last
Thursday to take medalist
hors in the weekly Junior
gqif program at the Murray
COtintrY Clubifinners in the other
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PARK LEAGUE WINNERS — Member of the Twins team are (front row, left to right) Todd Thomas, Chris
Jones, Neil Lax, Mandon Welch,Jonathan Smotherman, Bradley White;(middle row) Chad Turner, Brad Hale,
Travis Turner, Mike Kelso, Billy McMillen, Melanie Julian; (back row) Assistant Coach Oscar Turner, Coach'
Jamie McMillen, Assistant Coach Joe Kelso.

Soccer Camp At MSU To Run July 13-18
A soccer camp for- Barron, who played proyoungsters from eight to 17 fessionally for the Cleveland
years of age is scheduled at Cobras and the Port Vale
Murray State University Ju- Football (soccer) Club in
ly 13-18 under the direction of Stoke-On-Trent, England,
former professional soccer said each camper will need a
player Lee Barron.
shirt, shorts, socks, and tenSessions will be conducted nis or soccer shoes to parHam 8:3D a.m. to 12:s0 p.m. —ticipate:
each day on the Cutchin
"Emphasis during the
Recreational Complex. The camp will be on physical
final day will include a ses- development, new skills and
sion for parents and coaches — most of all — having fun,"
and an exhibition game by Barron added. --Each participant will also receive a
campers.

top quality soccer ball ands
camp shirt."
The $50 fee for the camp
also includes insurance and
car pool coordination, if
necessary. No meals are
provided.
Barron, who was the soccer coach at Murray State-in
1980, has also coached at
Principia College. He was an
All-Midwest All-America
player at Principia, as well
as earning honors as AllIllinois and All-Indiana-

siderate and polite. When
they weren't, they were
punished. John has had his
share of paddling.
. "We never pushed any of
them. We wanted them to
grow up to be normal,
healthy kids but at the same
time individuals. There was
never an attempt to put them
in a mold."
The mother said young
has
been
John
misrepresented by some of
the
and
media
misunderstood by the public.
"He is basically very, very
shy, a private person," she
said."He is close to a genius.
He is a perfectionist. He
can't abide by sloth and indifference. In school, he won
a medal for high grades. He
played basketball, soccer
and baseball, besides tennis,
and got mad when he
thought his teammates
weren't going all out."
McEnroes' parents accuse
the All-England Club and a
segment of the British press
of engaging in a personal
vendetta against the
talented new Wimbledon
champion.

week's Davis Cup competition bearing two Wimbledon
titles he won on the court and
a tattered reputation he says
he doesn't deserve.
The brash, 22-year-old
New York captured the
men's singles crown by
defeating Bjorn Borg 4-6, 7-6,
7-6, 6-4 Saturday, snapping
the Swede's 41-match winning streak and his five-year
grip on the Wimbledon
championship. On Friday,
McEnroe teamed with Peter
Fleming to win the men's
doubles title.
But his behavior made as
many headlines as his
brilliant court play.
He was fined a total of
$4,750 for three separate oncourt comments he made
about the officiating during -the tournament. He bristled
when reporters asked if he
and his girlfriend, Stacy
Margolin, has broken up. He
was livid when one London
newspaper reported thatlte
had been arrested for
speeding.
Saturday night, he failed
to show up at the traditional
Wimbledon champions' dinner. And, on Sunday, he
reportedly was involved in
an incident at London's
Heathrow Airport when he
was returning home.
McEnroe, who met with
reporters briefly at the Na-

tional Tennis Center Monday
after practicing for the
Davis Cup series between
the United States and
Czechoslovakia starting Friday, said the All-England
Club had withdrawn its
champions' dinner invitation
to him.
He said his father, John
McEnroe Sr., an attorney
who also is his son's agent,
had asked if the newly
crowned singles winner
could make a brief appearance at the dinner
Saturday night and give the
traditional
champion's
speech. The younger
McEnroe said he asked to be
excused from most of the
evening because he was
tired and he wanted to spend
time with his family.
According to McEnroe,the
All-England Club wanted
him to spend the entire evening at the private dinner, and
when he refused, the invitation was withdrawn.
"The words were, 'If you
don't come to the whole dinner, then we respectfully
rescind your invitation,"
—
McEnroe said.
Sir Brian Burnett, chairman of the All-England Club,
said places for the McEnroes
at the dinner had been
reserved although they told
him they would not be able to
get there until 11 p.m.
"They never turned up,"

Name Omitted
From Cutline

Five Groups Named
For Honors At Oaks

In Friday's picture of the
Murray group that attended
the Ole Miss Basketball
Camp,the name of Scott Nix
was omitted from the first
two. Nix earned awards at
In the Oaks' weekly junior
Girls
the camp in 3 on 3, agility,
golf program, last week's
7-9
speed dribble and for the allwinners were:
Danielle Alexander — Low
star team.
Boys
Score; Christy Hargrove —
7-0
Low Putts.
Christian Crouse, — Low
Score; Mike Lovett — VOW
Sheik"
--Lo
Pats
Score; aka*. Morgan —
10-11
Low Putts.
Low
Justin CMOS_
Score; Bruce Thurmond —
Sheri Lamb — Low Score;
Low Putts.
"
Teri Lamb — Low Putts.
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Illinois Soccer Conference.
Barron has been instructing at youth soccer
camps since 1972. He has
been involved in conducting
camps in New York, New
Hampshire, Connecticut and
Ohio.
'Wone Wtr—questtons
about the soccer camp or
wishing to enroll a participant should call 4502) 7626791. Registration will be at 8
a.m. Monday, July 13, at the
Cutchin Complex.

FLORIDA VACATION
DESIGNED WITH

YOUR FAMILY

Tattered Reputation Follows Return Home.
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — John
McEnroe returned from
England to prepare for this

T4

Direction Given To Former Professional Barron

McEnroe's Wimbledon Victory Leaves Behind Mixed Emotions

Junior Golf At A Glance
eillington Shoots 37

300-296

son de
Firesto
The
Aulby,

Payne Fires 1-Hitter

...Parents Had Something Special
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
John McEnroe, Sr., and
his wife, Kay,knew they had
something special on their
hands back on Feb. 16, 1959
when an Air Force doctor in
Wiesbaden, Germany, lifted
the newly born baby boy by
his feet and brought forth the
breath of life with a few hard
thumps on the bottom.
:•.'He was pretty lively
then," says the elder
NfrEnroe, a successful attainey from the suburbanlike Douglaston area of New
York City. "He seems
always to have had a natural
affinity for sports. He could
hit a thrown ball with a bat
When he was two."
Kay McEnroe, the attractive, ebullient mother,
recalls that her No.1 son was
the "firstest" in almost
everything he tried. "He
talked sooner and walked
sooner than most children.
Ha made the top grades in
hii class. As long as I can
reinember,he had this fierce
desire to win:"
John Patrick McEnroe,
Jr„ is the talk of the tennis

Denver
Bowler
record,
eatendt
Bilei
games,
followei
Weber,
with a,:
6,159 po
The p

For the Cubs, Chris
Garland and Daryl Eldridge
also had a double and a
single apiece.
The Cards won their game
in the last of the fourth inning when Aaron Whitaker
doubled to drive in Jeremy
Speight with the winning
run.
The Cards were also led by
Christian Crouse, woo had a
triple and a double.
Whitaker added a single to
his game-winner.
For the Yanks, William
The Phillies were led to
their win by Jeff Enoch and Beale had a triple and a
Josh Johnson, who each had single while Mickey Futrell
had a double and a single.
a double and a single.

In the Kentucky League
Monday, James Payne pitched a one-hitter and struck
out 12 batter in the Pirates'
11-0 romp aver the Twins
while the Cubs edged the
Astros, 11-10, in the other
game.
Payne also had a triple
and two runs batted in to
lead the Pirates' hitting.
Todd Seargent had three
hits, including a triple, in
three at bats while Bruce
Thurmond, Joey Walker and
Jimmy Hill each had two-

Ull

IRS

In three Park League
games Monday, the Astros
beat the Pirates, 13-8, the
Phillies edged the Cubs, 11-9,
and the Cards slipped by the
Yanks,11-10.
In the Astros' win, Chris
Weatherly had a triple and a
double while Susan Barnett
had a double and a single.
For the Pirates, Brad N unnally had a double and a
single while Heath Crouch
had atriple.

Entries Being Accepted For MCC Field
Entries are now being accepted for the 22nd renewal
$_—the Murray Country
club's invitational golf tournament,scheduled for Saturday and Sunday, July 25-26,
over the 6,32&-yard Murray
course.
Won last year by Jimmy
Brown, the 1981 Kentucky
amateur champion and fourtime winner of the amateur
division of Paducah's
prestigious Irvin Cobb tournament, the event is a 36bole, medal play affair with
the players grouped by handicaps into six flights, in-eluding the championship
eight.
The 40 entry fee includes
practice rounds on both
Thursday and Friday before
the tournament, lunch both
days and admittance to the
club's annual Invitational

DEN
Pete W

IN MIND
All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
and ocean 105 units - rooms, completely
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites
Ocean beach. Plenty of free parking

Burnett said.
"I was told that McEnroe
had already arranged a party with his friends and
t rotrA,-*/
therefore he wouldn't be able
to get to the dinner until • Restaurant serving
3 meals daily
about 11 p.m.," Burnett was
LtinI•F
El IF A L. H
quoted in the London Daily • Lounge with
entertainment
IV South Atlantic Avenue
Mail as saying. "By then, all • 3 swimming pools
ORMOND BEACH FL A
the speeches would have
been over, so we pointed out Relax, enjoy the seaside Spacious palm studded
that was a bit late. We asked lawns, gardens. Bring the family plenty of room
if he could manage to get and lots to do for everyone Near the best shops,
there by 10:15, and it was left golf, recreations.
90 minutes to Disney World. Tours leave from our
at that."
door Write for information. Reserve now.
The women's singles
ON THE WORLDS MOST FAMOUS BEACH
champion, Chris Evert
BILTMORE BEACH LODGE
Lloyd, told the dinner auFir
187 Soul% Allontv, A vend* Ormond Booth iio,4 32074
dience: "I have to make two Re.,,lions Phoes• e•nd bfiK Aloe rates
speeches,one for myself and
NAME
PHONE
one for you-know-who. I do
/11)1111fSS
not have his vocabulary and, 1-800(Alt St A if /II'
as an American, I wish to 874-0552
apologize for him."
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GET A TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER!

$399

1.$

Attaches to Any TV
—Not Included
• Vivid Color Graphics
• Action Sound Effects
• Battle Invaders from
Outer Space
• Polish Up Your Chess Game
• Makes Math Drills Fun
• Even Helps with The
Family Budget
'• Learn Programming
• All Games Just Plug-in
and Are Sold Separately
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•$599 Model Available for
More Advanced Graphics
• Can Also Bring You the
Latest News— See Your
Radio Shack for Details
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NLRB Resumes Case Against Baseball Today...

SPORTS AT A GLANC

By HAL BOCK
major league
against
AP Sports Writer
bafetsall today before an adNEW YORK (API — The rnirustraUve law judge who
National Labor Relations asked Mark Belanger and
Board resumed its case Bob Boone for their

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
BOWLING
DENVER AP) — Torn Baker arid
Pete Weber rolled to a 300400 tie during the fifth round of the $95,000
Denver Open, setting a Professional
Bowlers Association match game
record, but Baker wan the match and
extendeA his lead to 348 pins.
Baler ran his total up to 8,619 for 34
games, including bonus pins, and is
followed by Al Stonum at 1,341, and
Weber, at 8,31$ Mike Aulby is fourth
with 8,249 and Joe Berardi is fifth at
8.159 points.
The previous one-match record was
300-298 set in April when Gary Dickinson defeated Mark Roth in the
Firestone Tournament of Champions.
The finalists are Baker, Weber,
Aulby , Al Stomun and Art Trask
TENNIS
GSTAAD, Switzerland
AP ) —
Third-seeded Woitek Fibak of Poland,
fourth-seeded Pascal Portes of France
and eighth-seeded Brazilian Carlos
Kinnayr won their opening-round
matches in the $174,500 Swiss Open
Tennis Tournament
Fibak defeated South Africa's Ray
Moore 6-3, 6-2, Kirmayr beat Tom Okker of the Netherlands 6-2, 6-0, and
Portes outlasted Tony Giamrnalva 7-5,
4-6,74
NEWPORT, R.I. 1API — Thirdseeded John Sadri registered a 6-3, 6-4
victory over Ron Hightower in the first
round of the $100,000 Miller Hall of
Fame Tennis Championships at the
Newport Casing.

AUTO RACING
TROY. Mich ( AP ) —
en drivers
who had been
by Championstup Auto Racing Taps'far competing in an event sponsored by a rival
group will be allowed to back in CARTsanctioned events
CART's board of directors said it
had decided against appealing a
federal Judge's decision lifting 60-day
suspensions against the drivers.
The decision means that drivers
Toni Bigelow, Geoff Brabham, Jun
McElreath, Roger Rager, Dick Simon,
Tom Sneva and Dean Vetrock will be
able to. participate in the Norton
Michigan 500 at MIchigan International Speedway July 19, the next
event in CARTs PPG Indy Car World
Senes.
CART imposed the suspensions after
the dnvers competed in the June 21
Pocono 500, a race for Indianapolistype cars sponsored by the U.S Auto
Club. CARTs archnval.

autographs after the first
day of hearings.
Melvin Welles, the
NLRB's
chief
administrative law judge,

listened with a bemused books to the union.
smile to the testimony of"I am a baseball fan," the
fered Monday as the labor judge said."Most of us are. I
board sought to force root for the Yankees. When
management to open its Washington had a team I
saw 30 games a year. Now I
see 10,or 12, almost all of
them in Baltimore."
That's why the judge must
have been particularly impressed by the presence of
Belanger, the Orioles' shortstop, who was called to
nati, Kansas City, San Fran- testify for the union.
•'It was interesting to have
cisco, Los Angeles, Boston
Belanger," Welles said. "He
and Pittsburgh.
If the game is saved, takes so many hits away
Municipal Stadium will be from Yankee batters. I like
the fact that he bats about
prepared. A month without
.200
against us, though."
baseball has left its natural
Welles
is in charge of
turf in excellent shape, and
assigning
administrative
Al Friedlander, Stadium
Corp. vice president, said law judges for cases like the
there would be no problem one the NLRB is pursuing
against the owners. "I
rounding up salespeople to
assigned
this one to myself,
staff concessions and
because it sounded insouvenir booths.
teresting. It will be more fun
"If they say, 'No All-Star
for me"
Game this year,' we'll run a
Acting on behalf of the
sale for about two weeks and
union, the NLRB is seeking
sell the (souvenirs) at half
to prove management has
price," he said.
bargained in bad faith by
Contingency plans have
refusing to open its financial
not yet been made for the
78,000 people who bought books in negotiations while,
tickets for the soldout con- at the same time, various
club owners and Commistest.
sioner
Bowie Kuhn have be"Obviously if the game is
moaned
the game's financial
played July 30, the July 14
ticket would be good," condition.
Kuhn ad three club
DiBiasio said. "As far as
refunds, that'll probably be owners, Jerry Reinsdorf of
the Chicago White Sox,
the last thing they decide
Calvin Griffith of the Minon."
nesota Twins and Ruly
The All-Star Game has
Carpenter
of
the
been canceled only once
Philadelphia Phillies, were
since the first one was
scheduled to testify today.
played in Chicago's ComAlso scheduled for tonight is
iskey Park in 1933. That was
a meeting of the executive
in 1945, when wartime
board of the Major League
restrictions prevented
players from traveling to the
game.
Monday was the anniversary of the 1933 contest.

...Preparation For All-Star Game
Has Become Increasingly Frustrating...
By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) — As
the strike by baseball
players nears its one-month
anniversary, the chore of
preparing for an All-Star
Game that may never happen has become increasingly
frustrating.
"Extremely frustrating,"
said Cleveland Indians
spokesman Bob DiBiasio
Monday as baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
declined to cancel the game,
scheduled for Municipal
Stadium next Tuesday.

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
NEW YORK METS—Signed Steve
Phillips, shortstop, and Lenny
Dykstra, outfielder. Assigned Phillips
to Kingsport, Tenn., of the Appalachian League, and 'Dykstra to
Shelby, N.C., of the South Atlantic
League.

"There's no change in
plans," said Gabe Paul,
president of the host Indians.
"We're going full steam
ahead and will until the last
possible minute."
Thousands of souvenir Tshirts, mugs and pennants
are locked away, 5,000
pounds of hot dogs are stored
in the Stadium's freezers,
50,000 programs are printed
and 1,600 hotel rooms are
reserved for incoming media
and baseball officials.
"I'm still processing
credentials. We're still getting requests," DiBiasio

...Time Has Come To Signal End
To Baseball As It Used To Be
By HAL BOCK
two weeks until CorrunisAP Sports Writer
sioner Bowie Kuhn stepped
"...for it's one, two, three in and ordered the camps
strikes, 'You're out' at the opened. But just before that
old ballgame."
happened, Miller had a,
For baseball, it may only quaint thought.
take one strike to be out.
The show in baseball, he -We are obviously witness- observed at the time, is the
ing the end of this marvelous players, not the owners.
sport as we have known it. Owners are superfluous, exKiss it goodbye. Accept that cess baggage, really unneedfact. It is an obvious one to ed. Miller suggested that
anybody paying even unless management got off
minimal attention to Marvin its collective duffs, the
Miller, Ray Grebes' and the players would simply
hoardes of attorneys who dispense with them.
follow khem from one
Remember how it was
negotiation to another, from when you were a kid. You.
'this caucus to that one,from —rust" Chose - up
and
these hearings to those.
played a game. No owners,
Now the question is, how no general managers, just
do we replace the grand old players. Well, said Miller in
game? There are all manner 1976, the players could do exof suggestions and Miller actly that again, only this
himself may have come up time on a larger level. If it
with the best five years ago. was possible in 1976,then it's
You may recall in the spr- possible now.
ing of 1976, the baseball club
So,in the interest of saving
owners were in a tizzy over the game, we offer a plan. It
the arrival of free agency is presented free of charge,
and the negotiations of a col- in, of course, the best inlective bargaining agree- terests of baseball.
ment to deal with that dilemWe start by having a comma. We'll fix the infidels, missioner. That will be Marthey decided. We'll shut vin Miller, naturally.
down spring training camps.
Now we need teams,and to
That strategy lasted about form them, the players hold

their own draft. If you need
league presidents — and no
one is quite sure you do —
then the two league
representatives, Bob Boone
and Doug DeCinces will do.
Use the current team player
reps to serve as general
managers, doing the drafting and dividing up the'
talent.
The rules in the UBL —
that's Union Baseball
League — are simple. There
will be no free agent compensation and every year

everybody goes free — just
the way arbitrator Peter
Seitz and the federal courts
said they ought to be back in
1976.
That will keep fan interest
at maximum levels because
players will be changing annually. If you have a bad
team this season, hang in
there.'Next year's draft will
deliver 25 new faces and
maybe it will be better.
That's more than Chicago
Cub fans can hope for right
now.

said. More than 500 media
representatives planned to
cover the event.
But no one seems optimistic that the players'
strike will be settled in time
to save the game,at least for
its scheduled date.
"The game hasn't been
canceled," said Chuck
Adams, a spokesman for
Kuhn. "We're continuing to
re-evaluate it day by day.
But obviously a decision has
to be made soon. We're
rapidly running out of time."
If it is not played next
Tuesday, the game could be
rescheduled, with July 30,
the second rain date, the
most logical choice. July 15
is the primary rain date.
"The thing they obviously
don't want to do is cancel the
game," DiBiasio said. "A
postponement would be
OK."
Cancellation of the contest
would cost the Cleveland
economy $446 million according to Frank Carrell, vice
president of the Convention
and Visitors Bureau. Also,
the baseball players' pension
fund would lose about ;2
million.
The decision rests with
baseball's executive committee, comprising Kuhn
and team owners from
Detroit, Milwaukee, 'Cincin-

Western Open Helps Nicklausi_Rogers,Twitty

Three Earn Ryder Cup Berths
OAK BROOK, Ill. (API —
Weekend performances at
the Western Open golf tournament earned Jack
Nicklaus, Bill Rogers and
Howard Twitty spots on the
12-member U.S. Ryder Cup
team headed for England in
September.
The team plays in biennial
competition against the top
12 British pros.
The three touring pros
earned the final three Ryder

Cup berths with their performances at the tournament,
in which Rogers finished tied
for fifth, Nicklaus was tied
for seventh and Twitty was
Far back in the field.
The Western Open was the
final chance for the pros to
earn points that determine
the golfers who make the
team.
Already named to the
team were Tom Kite, Tom

Watson, Ray Floyd, Bruce
Lietzke, Hale Irwin, Lee
Trevino, Jerry Pate, Ben
Crenshaw and Johnny
tiller.
Nicklaus, Twitty and
Rogers were tied with Lon
Hinkle and Curtis Strange
going into the weekend tournament at Butler National
Golf Club. Hinkle's bogey on
the 17th hole cost him a berth. Strange never challenged.

Nicklaus, who made the
team in 1969, 1971, 1973, 1975
and 1977, said the tournament means more in
prestige thau anything else.
"It's far more important
for the guys to make the
team than* to actually play in
it," Nicklaus said.
The Ryder Cup competition is scheduled for Sept. 1820 at the Walton Head Golf
Club in Surrey, England.

'Pot Of Money'In Los Angeles Motivates Davis

Lynch Calls Battle Between Raiders, NFL 'A Contract Case'
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Patrick Lynch, the attorney
for the National Football
League, insists that the current legal battle between the
Oakland Raiders and the
NFL involves nothing more
than a contract between the
league and Al Davis.
"This is a contract case, a
case brought by someone
who is trying to breach his
contract," Lynch said Monday, adding that Davis, the
managing general partner of
the Raiders, wants to move
to Los Angeles because he

******
DOWNTOWN
STOREFRONT
FOR RENT
Idea location for
smell retell business
or business office.
For information,
confect Walt Apperson, Gino McCOI:been or Tod
Delaney at The Murray'
Ledger & Times, 103
N. 4th St.
* * * ** *

believes he can make "a pot
Maxwell Blecher, an atof money, that's why he torney for the Coliseum
Commission, told jurors that
wants to leave Oakland."
Lynch said the Raiders did the nation's antitrust laws
not prove to the NFL that could start unraveling if the
they had a financial need to NFL wins its case.
"It is a very dangerous
leave Oakland. Without such
proof, the league would cer- argument," said Blecher in
tainly not let them move,the a so-called mini-summation.
U.S. District Court Judge
attorney said.
Harry Pregerson has been
Lynch made his comments
asking attorneys to briefly
shortly after the ninth week
sum up their arguments
of the antitrust trial in which
periodically during the trial.
the Raiders and the Los
Angeles Coliseum ConunisBlecher said that if the
sion are suing the NFL.
NFL successfully argues

ATLANTA (AP) —
University of Georgia All
America running back
Herschel Walker says the
National Football League
regulation against signing
underclassman is unfair and
he may challenge it.
A similar rule was recently adopted by the Canadian
Football League after its
Montreal team made an attempt to draft the super
freshman off the national
champion Bulldogs' squad
this spring.
"As things go on and I get
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Sadri Wins First Round
Hall Of Fame Match

year, blasted eight aces by when Hightoirer returned a
his overmatched opponent
serve long
I
•

..••• 1E.
•

rushing record of 1,616 yards
An leading Georgia to the 1980
national championship and a
victory over Notre Dame in
the Sugar Bowl.
His achievement broke the
mark of 1,586 yards set in
1973 by Pittsburgh's Tony
Dorsett.
The Montreal Alouettes
made a determined bid to
sign Walker this spring, but
Walker decided in April he
would play at least his
sophomore season at
Georgia.

.c.,---4;74temitineittut taut—ism natelreoletaitihrwm

v
.•

better, there's a chance that
I may challenge that rule
sometime," Walker said
Monday.
He commented in an interview with WSB-TV here.
"It's not right," Walker
said, "that if I wanted to
play in the NFL for them to
hold me out of that right. The
next year, the CFL can't
draft anyone who is uot a
senior now. They've gpt it
where you can't do
anything."
Walker set a freshman

NEWPORT, RI. (AP) —
Sadri won the first set with
Two seeded players won a service break in the sixth
first-round matches Monday game. He broke Hightower
in the ;100,000 Miller Hall of in the first and fifth games of
Fame Tennis Champion- the second set for a 4-1 lead.
ships at the Newport Casino. Hightower broke Saciri's serThird-seeded John Sadri vice in the sixth game and
served and volleyed his way held serve in the seventh, a
to a routii..--rfictory by g-'r.^ that .- ;-.:...-1.krdeuee five •
4effIlia€22
'."21-01- -taker-7 • - ,
lis
Tos Angeles, 3'3-4. The 24- '
year-old from Charlotte,.. Sadri's ghth _ ace_ gave

'I CI Oh

•

that the league is a partnership 0.)t could prevent the
Raiders from moving to Los
Angeles, then the oil industry could argue the same
thing. He pointed out that oil
industries share such things
as pipelines,and refineries,
The NFL ties been arguing
that it is a "single entity," or
partnership and thus could
not have conspired to violate
the Sherman (antitrust) Act
as as the Coliseum and
Oakland Raiders contend.
"You would emasculate
the antitrust law by ruling in

the NFL's favor," Blecher
said.
After the day's session was
completed, Lynch called
that premise ludicrous.
Joseph L. Alioto, attorney
for the Raiders, told jurors
in his argument that NFL
team owners are "rough,
tough businessmen who
would love to knock off Al
Davis" as a competitor.
"They would love to
relegate Al Davis to a
second-class stadium for the
rest of his life while Georgia
Frontiere plays 'Home

Sweet Home' on her cash
register."
Frontiere is the owner of
the Los Angeles Rams, who
moved to Anaheim from the
Los Angeles Coliseum in
suburban Orange County
starting with the 1980 season.
Alioto pointed to testimony
that showed the Rams made
M million more than the
Raiders last year.
"He can't afford to take $4
million less (than the Rams)
and still remain in
business." Alioto said of
Davis.

COME JOIN US
Bennett & Associates has an opening in
the Murray area for a Group Insurance
Representative. Candidate should meet
the following criteria:
1. Feel comfortable dealing with
business owners and conducting
group meetings.
2. Be able to manage your own time.
3. Outgoing personality.
4. Above average academically.
This is a full-time position - we will train
and assist with licensing.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 946, Murray, KY 42071

Walker Calls Draft Unfair

Murray Loather Co.

Store
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Players Association. The
player representatives will
be briefed on the status of
negotiations in their strike,
which entered its 26th day today with 13 more games
canceled for a total of 324
lost since the walkout began
June 12. On Thursday, the 26
club owners will meet in
New York for a briefing
from chief negotiator ftpy
Grebey and the Player Relations Committee.
The owners' meeting came
about after eight teams
reportedly asked league
presidents Lee MacPhail of
the American League and
Chub Feeney of the National
by telegram to set it up.
The New York Times said
that the New York Yankees
and Mets, Houston Astros,Cleveland Indians, Chicago
White Sox, San Diego
Padres, Texas Rangers aqd
Baltimore Orioles had requested the meeting, tho
first by the owners since the
strike began. The Times also
said that two of the ovmersetf
those teams identified Edward Bennett Williams,
owner of the Orioles, as the
main force behind the request.
Most of the opening day oi
the NLRB hearing was
devoted to testimony from
Marvin Miller, executive
director of the union, who
traced relations between the
players and management
which led to the strike,.
Miller spent more than two
hours on the stand, testifying
under questioning from
Mary Schuette, the NLRB
attorney, and David Silberman,representing the union.
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Scientists Search For'Fountain Of Youth'

THE ACES®IRA

White Recently Returns

G. CORN,JR.
(

Aging Process May Be Slowed
EDITOR'S NOTE: In this
first part of a three-part
series, the modern-day
medical search for a fountain of youth is examined.
By DANIEL Q.HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) - Death.
We take it for granted.
Someday we may not.
Scientific breakthroughs,
including genetic engineering and better understanding
of the ways cells work, have
given new hope to scientists
in their quest for a modern
Fountain of Youth.
The goal of these men and
women pursuing a modern
version of the dream that
tantalized Spanish explorer
Ponce de Leon in the wilds of
Florida centuries ago is life
far longer than anything now
known - perhaps centuries.
To achieve it, they are untangling the obscure workings of growth and maturity,
decay and death. KM the efforts are paying immediate
dividends with improved
knowledge of senility and
hope for cures for this
helpless dotage.
Immortality? A cure for

death, if there ever is such a
thing, will probably not be as
simple as a single lifeprolonging potion. But
biologists believe their new
knowledge will let them slow
the process of aging. Someday, they hope, the human
body will: no longer falter
and stop like a wound-down
clock in its seventh or eighth
decade.
If they are right, people
someday may enjoy life for
100 years or more relatively
free of aging, then succumb
to quick, hump.o.h.
Arid as scientists search
for the hidden genetic
regulator that somehow instructs a cell when it is time
to stop reproducing itself,
even
more incredible
changes are possible.
"If we learn what the
nature of the biological clock
is, it may be possible to extend the lifespan much more
than to 100," says Dr.
Samuel Goldstein, a
geneticist at the Veterans
Administration • Medical
Center in Little Rock,Ark.
"It may be possible to double or triple the lifespan to
200 or 300 or more," he says.
"At the moment, that's

science fiction, but I think
it's possible. I wouldn't have
said it 10 years ago, but the
recombinant DNA techniques in the last few years
have really made a fantastic
revolution."
Manipulating the genetics
of aging is an art so new that
it exists only in the imagination of scientists. But experts
believe it may be possible
someday to reprogram,
replace and repair the genes
that control the way we grow
old.
"All the evidence points to
the fact that genes determine aging," says Edward
Schneider, associate director of the National Institute
on Aging. "There are many
genes involved, probably
over 100. Therefore, it is
unlikely that in the very near
future that simply replacing
or manipulating genes would
reverse the aging process.
However, as we learn more
about how the genes do affect aging, then it is
theoretically possible that
we may be able to extend
lifespans."
One of many problems in
the quest for longer life is the
built-in mortality of each

Pro-Co Co.
Your Idea Headquarters
Gene Landolt & Rebecca
Ann Dublin invite y6u to
their offiee in The Landolt
0t4)1X
M.. Bldg. tit 111 Poplar,
to see their giant display case, featuring .items
such as those pictured above. We have everything
from balloons to blimps — from keys to cars. We
are the idealleadguartes and can lieu your advertising and/or fund raising needs.
Phone:
Office 753-5041
Gene 753-4701
Rebecca 753-7453
Make An Appointment Today And let Us Solve Your Advertising Probkms.

human cell. The average
person has 50 trillion of these
units, and each will
reproduce itself only about
50 times.
When the reproduction
stops, organs vital to life
simply wear out.
One idea is to slow down
the body's destruction by
lowering its temperature.
The chemical reactions that
cause decay would then happen more slowly, just as a
steak lasts longer when it is
kept in a refrigerator.
"The general rule for
animals is that the rate of
aging goes down by a factor
of two for about every eight
degrees Centigrade that the
body temperature is
lowered," says Dr. Bernard
L. Strehler, a biologist at the
University of Southern
California. "If you apply
that to humans, about two
degrees would produce a 25
percent increase in longevity."
But turning down the
body's thermostat . is more
difficult than it sounds. Barbiturates will do it, but they
are too dangerous. Even if a
new drug is found, it will
take years of testing to make
sure that such radicaltinkering with the body is safe.
Someday, however, scientists say it may be possible
for people to lower their
temperatures when they go
to bed at night, so they will
conserve themselves as
animals do with frequent
spells of hibernation.
However, Strehler
believes that more, fundamental manipulation will
be necessary to escape
death.
"My simple view is that
aging is those things that go
wrong when cells lose the
ability to divide," he said.
"If we could 'replace our
cells as rapidly as they
deteriorate, we could probably live very long,if not indefinitely."

"A man wrapped up in
bunselt makes a very small
bundle." - Ben Franklin.
Declarer lost himself a
bundle when he messed up
the play of today's vulnerable game. Not only did he
lose his chance to end the
rubber, the opponents went
out with a vulnerable grand
slam on the very next deal.
Declarer ruffed the diamond king and led a low
trump to dummy's king. A
low club was led from dummy and when East ducked,
declarer won the king.
Three more rounds of
trumps were played in
hopes of some favorable discards but the defenders
threw away worthless
diamonds. Now it was all up
to how declarer played his
clubs.
He knew that East had
the ace of clubs, so he
played a low club in hopes
of dropping the doubleton
ace. If that didn't work, he
could always make the
game if clubs were 3-3.
West's club 10 won the
trick and declarer was
punched by East's diamond
queen. Another club gave
East two winners and the
game went down one trick.
It was true that the game
would make with any 3-3
club break,so the only pertinent holdings were the 4-2
splits. If the clubs were 4-2,
the play of a low club would
win when East had started
with A-x. On the other hand,
the play of the club queen
would win whenever West
held J-x or 10-x. Two possibilities are better than one,
so it's clear that declarer
should have played his club
queen to "pickle" West's 10.
NORTH
7-7-A
•K
•10 8 7 4
•J 9 8 7 2
.813
WEST
EAST
•8 6 2
- •5 4
K93
•QJ 5 2
•A K 6 4 3
* Q 10 5
+104
4bAJ72
SOUTH
•A QJ 10 9 7 3
•A6

NEXT: Senility, The Final
Indignity.

•KQ98
Vulnerable: Both.
South. The bidding:
South West North
2*
Pass 2 NT
3*
Pass 44

Dealer:
East
Pass
All
pass

Bid with Can
South hokis: 7-7-B
•5 4
•Q J 52
* Q 105
•A J 72
North South
1•
ANSWER: Two clubs. Temporize with two clubs and
support hearts later. Too
strong for a two heart raise
and two weak for a jump to
three
-•Send bridge quesoons to The Aces,
P0 Box 12163 Dallas, Tetas 75125,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Operations
Navy
Specialist Seaman Apprentice Tim A. White, son of
William T. and Sherry D.
White of Route 5, Kingston,
Tenn., has recently returned
from a deployment in the
Western Pacific.
White is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McKeel
of Murray and of Mrs.
Evelyn Christopher of Paris,
Tenn.
While deployed in both the
Arabian Sea and the Indian
Ocean, the Fox coordinated
military aircraft movements
and monitored commercial

aircraft for 50 days with the
U% Ranger and USS Independence Carrier Battle
Groups. Additionally the
cruiser rescued 2'7 Vietnamese boat people.

20 lb. $16.49

20 lb. $15.29
20 lb. $13.99

1

Lab
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The Fox is 547 feet long
and carries a crew of 418. It
is armed with guns, missiles,
torpedoes and antisubmarine rockets. The ship
is also outfitted with a landing plafonn and can accommodate a light
helicopter for long-range
detection and attack of submarines.

TAKE THE
PICK OF
OUR GARDEN
Frosty Acres Baby Limas
Frosty Acres Purple Hull Peas
Frosty Acres Crowder Peas
Frosty Acres Butter Peas
Frosty Acres Blackeye Peas
Frosty Acres Mixed Vegetables
Frosty Acres Cut Corn
Frosty Acres Okra
Frosty Acres Green Beans
Frosty Acres June Peas
Frosty Acres Speckled Better Beans

A

0

20 lb. 514.59
2016. $13.79
20 lb. $13.29
20 lb. $14.69
20 lb. 515.69
2016. $14.09
20 lb. S13.49
3016. $22.59
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The Kingsmen Gospel Singing
Saturday, July 18,7:30 P.M.

Demolition Derby
Thursday.July 16,7:00 P.M.

Fair Queen Beauty Contest
Friday July 10,7:30 P.M.

Something For Everyone At The 1981 Fair!
.a

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Friday,k1(10,1981
7:30 p.m:—Beouty Contest
LovetfAuditorium

llooday, July 13, 1981
District-Dairy SHon--4-H & FFA
'5:60 p.m.-4-H Rabbit Show
6:30 p.m.--Officiol Opening
7:00 p.m.—Farm Tractor Pull

Taesday, July 14,1981
COO p:m.--44olestein & Friesian-Cattle-Show
7:00 p.m.—Mini Rod Tractor Pull -

Wednesday, Judy 15, 1981
6:00 p.m.—Jersey Cattle Show
—Family Night
7:00 p.m.—Horse & Mule Pull

tlej
oda,.

Thursday, July 46, 1981
1:00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m.-4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7Demo Derby
7:00 P-171.-7

Friday, My 17, 1981
" 7:00 p.m.—Horse Show
SibfdaY,Jill 18, 1981

io:oo a.m.—Farm Bureau Day
...ti.s.41:00p.m.,----Pony

Show
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New York Town Takes Monster To Its Heart

By LARRY ELAM
Associated Press Writer
PORT HENRY, N.Y.(AP)
— The "sea monster" of
Lake Champlain is the ummer's hot news all along this
125-mile inland sea. Here in
Port Henry, across the lake
from Vermont's Green
Mountains, "Champ" is
king.
Nearly everyone in town
claims, or knows somebody
who claims, to have seen the
monster whose purported
picture was published in The
New York Times last week.
Sandra Mansi, now of Winchester, N.H., said she took
the copyright photo on July
5, 1977, from somewhere on
.Lake Champlain's coastline
•In northern Vermont.
'7 The existence of a dragon•: like creature in the lake has
been talked about for 350
years, since the days of explorer Samuel de Champlain
himself. Sightings have been
reported all along, but given
far more credibility in recent years as serious scientific research into "Nessie,"
the sea serpent of Scotland's
Loch Ness.
Scientists who examined
. Mrs. Mansi's photo say it
does not look like a forgery,
but they stop short of saying
looks like a monster. FurAber investigation is difficult

becase Mrs. Mansi says she Soon, a fluffy stuffed Champ dollars worth of free publici- monster-sized
economic
no longer has the negative will be part of Port Henry's ty, the village of 1,400 ap- help. A decade
ago, Republic
and does not resnember the' cottage monster industry.
pears ill-equipped for Steel closed its iron mines
exact spot where the shot
Mayor Robert Brown says throngs of tourists.
here, forcing older residents
was taken.
It has no big hotels and on- into retirement and younger
he thinks many earlier
The photo seems to show a sightings probably went ly a few small ones. Some of ones to travel up
to 50 miles
creature with a long, serpen- unreported
because the lakeside campgrounds for work. One out of every 15
tine neck and a rounded dor- monster-watchers "thought are already full. The town residents
moved away
sal area above the water. It's people would laugh at usually attracts so few between the
Censuses of 1970
a lot like the caricatures of them."
visitors that the off-season and 1980.
Champ that dot the landYet despite Port Henry's atmosphere
sometimes
But although Brown said
scape in Port Henry.
effort to adopt Champ, and lingers well past the Fourth he would welcome an
For many in Port Henry, Brown's estimate that the of July.
economic boom — if tourists
no further proof is needed. town has received millions of Port Henry could use some can find
sonseplace to spend
Champ already serves as the
town's all-but-official
mascot.
Last fall, the town passed
a resolution declaring the
local part of the lake,
Bulwagga Bay,off limits "to
anyone who would in any
way harm, harass or destroy
the Lake Champlain Sea
By HERBERT SPARROW toward KHC's $700 million
KHC are not a strict finanMonster."
Associated Press Writer bonding limit.
Drawings of a friendly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Runyan's opinion con- cial obligation of state
dragon appear in Main — The state attorney tradicts an opinion the Hous- government and do not conStreet shop windows. Signs general's office and a ing Corp. had obtained June stitute an indebtedness of the
at the village line read, Louisville attorney disagree 8 from its-counsel, Louisville state.
However, he said the state
"Welcome to Port Henry — over the authority of the attorney Joseph Helm.
Home of 'Champ." A sign Kentucky Housing Corp. to The Housing Corp.'s board must think now of its good
along state route 9N near a create a separate "child" of directors approved crea- faith to bondholders to prolakeside campground cau- corporation to issue loans or tion of the separate coprora- tect its future borrowing
power.
tions, "Monster Xing." revenue bonds for low-cost tion,
a
so-called
"A multiplicity of loan
Another roadside sign lists housing.
"instrumentality PHA",
Assistant Deputy Attorney April 23 to take advantage of defaults in a financial crisis
village residents who claim
to have seen the monster General Charles Runyan nearly $40 million in federal would bring on,the question
said Monday that KHC can- funds under the Housing Act of the state's ability to live
since 1926.
up to is good faith to the bonChamp T-shirts, buttons not create such an off-shoot of 1937.
dholders,"
Runyan said.
and postcards all proclaim corporation and any bonds KHC executive director
the civic pride these days. issued by it would count Lynn Warren told a "The good credit image of
Kentucky must be maintainlegislative subcommittee ed."
last month that the money
Helm, a member of the
would be used to build 25 firm of Brown,
Todd &
multi-family projects con- Heyburn,
said he felt the
taining a total of 1,200 apart- KHC could
set up the corment units.
poration because of the
Warren said 51 percent of broad powers
NEW YORK (AP) — A 31- died — Michael Fiorentino, troubles apparently came to
it had been
year-old man charged in one 40, and Harold Wilson, 50 — a head after he was charged the units would be for the granted to develop low-cost
of the "skid row slashings" both were attacked early in 1977 with assaulting a Man elderly or the handicapped. housing in Kentucky.
apparently was hostile Monday. Four others were with a wrench during a He said if financing is not
Helm also said that since
found for the projects by the the bonds
liiecause his wife "kicked wounded the same night.
would be issued by
dispute over a parking
. him out" of their home,forcSears was. charged with space, said police sources, end of August, Kentucky will the instrumentality PHA and
ing him to live in a Bowery the slaying .of Fiorentino and who asked to remain uniden- lose the money.
not the KHC,it would not be
KHC is near the limit of its subject to the KHC
hotel, police sources say.
the attempted assault of Ed- tified. Police said he was
debt ceilbonding capacity.
Feliciano,
ing.
win
was
who
25,
wanted
on
bench
warrant
a
Charles Sears, a Vietnam
"While we can appreciate
Runyan also said bond
in connection with that
veteran, was charged Mon- not hurt.
KHC's desire to find a way to issues of the KHC
must-beday with the murder of a—Two police offiCera Bop6-c-instruct these additional reviewed and approved
Sears' wife "kicked him
by,
man whose body was found Ped Sears in lower Manhathousing units in Kentucky
on a park bench where he tan about five minutes after out," and his last known ad- (and we hope that a legal Hainsey's office under a 19110
had lain sleeping. He was Feliciano was accosted dress was the Hotel Delevan method can be found to do Iasi. The KHC had questionalso charged with the at- because Sears fit the in the Bowery, an area fre- so), it was the clear intent of ed the applicability of the
tempted assault of another description of the slasher quented by derelicts, police the Kentucky General law to its debt issues.
Runyan said that while the
man.
given by victims. The of- said.
Assembly...to place a max- KHC has
a certain
The
police
sources
said
ficers said they noticed blood
imufn $700 million limit on
Sears was not charged
on his trousers near his Sears had a record of gun the total bonding capacity of autonomy, "It is not pure
with the 14 other knifings of
possession, robbery, menacpocket.
KHC," Runyan said.
derelicts over 10 days in
ing and assault dating to
Runyan said there was
They said he pulled out the 1971, and spent at least three
Manhattan. But city Chief of
Detectives James T. razor — described by police years in Sing Sing prison. He nothing in the statutes
Sullivan said at a news con- as "sharp enough to split a spent three years in the Ar- creating KHC "expressly or
ference, "we don't think hair" — and begged them, my in Vietnam,police said. impliedly suggesting this
proposed power of creating
there's more than one" at- "Please don't kill me."
Police sources discounted
another housing corporaHis arraignment was earlier speculation
tacker.
that
"We believe all the attacks scheduled for today. A time Sears had a grudge against tion."
"In our opinion, there is
have been done by one in- was not set.
vagrants because he had
serious
doubt as to whether
Sears's
wife,
Jonie,
and
dividual," Suthvan said.
gone to prison on a convicchildren live in The tion for robbing derelicts the KHC has the power to
The victims had their fo
create the proposed new
throats slit. The two who &lax, and his family who testified against him.
housing corporation," RuThe slashings began the
nyan said. "All of its exnight of June 27 and conpressly enumerated powers
tinued early the next mornrelate to the financing of lowing, when eight homeless
income housing by KHC, not
men were found with their
to some other corporation
throats cut. All eight surviv4volp T S
created by its officers."
ed the attacks. On June 30
James Ramsey, director
another derelict was found
'11'
6
of the division of investment
with a slit throat. He too surand debt management in the
vived, and the attacks ceasstate Department of
ed until shortly before midFinance, had requested the
night Sunday.
opinion.
Then, within three hours,
Warren, who was
Bol A 1r
six new victims were found.
unavailable for comment
Monday, told the subcommittee the KHC was not trying to circumvent the bond
ceiling.
"This is a totally separate
instrumentality used as a
pass-through mechanism,"
Warren said. "The only
financing allowed is for 100
percent federally insured
projects.
b 604
"It is not a part of the debt
of Kentucky or the Kentucky
Housing• Corp.," Warren
said.
Runyan agreed that
revenue bonds issued by

their money — he conceded,
"We're really not ready for
it."
Talking with other locals,
however, gives a visitor the
feeling that Champ is considered more than just a
possible
money-making
freak show.
"I believe there's
something out there," said
24-year-old Tom Scozzafava,
manager of the town pornpground. "I've never Ain. it,

AGO,Attorney Disagree On
Housing Corporation Authority
autonomy. As a political subdivision, it is considered by
the General Assembly as a
part of state government.
"Thus KHC, as a state
political subdivision, cannot
proceed under the umbrella
of the state's credit image
and not be subject to state
controls," Runyan said. "A
different construction would
defy logic and, would
establish a potential for
financial state grief in the
years ahead."

Vietnam Veteran Charged
With 'Skid Row Washings'

but last week two of my men
saw something. They were
picking up the garbage from
along the beach."
At Laura's coffee shop
downtown, business is so
slow that closing time is 3
p.m. A young woman there
who did not want to give her
name scoffed at the monster
stories. "Usually they've
had four or five drinks, then
they see it," she said.
Charlie Mazurowski, who
lives across the bay on
Crown Point, looked up from
his milkshake to interject,

"That's not so. I saw it."
Mazurowski, 56, said he
and his son, Steve, saw the
monster in July 1978. They
were taking pictures of
storm-damaged trees on
Crown Point when Champ
came up to look around.
"First I saw the head, like
a horse's head without ears.
Then a long neck came out of
the water. It lasted less than
a minute, and suddenly, it
just sank out of sight."
They didn't get a picture,
though. Steve's camera was
out of film.

4

THE
SUMMER
CLEARANCE
SAVINGS
ONUP TO

50%
Qrahamo&Jdckson
FOR

THE

PARTICULAR

MAN

On The Sauare

This Is Your Imitation
to attend

A Series of
Gospel Meetings
JULY 5-12, 1981
WEEK DAY SERVICES 730 P M
SUNDAY SERVICES Bible Study 10:00 A.M.
Morning Worship Service 11.00
Evening Worship: 6:30 P M.

PRESTON COTHAM
EvangeNst
Hillsboro, Texas

Coldwater Church Of Christ
Bob Haley, Local Minister

Pier I Welcome
Back Summer Sale

All
Tropical Furniture
At
Fantastic Bargains •

The regular Annual Meeting of
Members of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will be held this year on
Saturday, July 11, at the offices
of West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative
Corporation,
Mayfield, Kentucky.

let

Begin Spokesman
Confirms Falwell Call

BUILD FINANCIAL SECURITY!

14.300%
12.000%
_•

6 Month Certificates
Minimum Of $10,000

30 Month Certificates
Minimum Of $400.00

itedoralsa-

And Loan Asiodation
rim johns"7594234

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) —
A spokesman for Menachem
Begin has confirmed that
Israel's prime minister did
call the. Rev. Jerry Falwell
last month to explain the
Israeli bombing of Iraq's
nuclear reactor.
Falwell, the conservative
U.S. television evangelist
and leader of the Moral Majority, revealed in Cincinnati
on Sunday that he was the
"Christian leader" whom
Begin called shortly after
the June 7 raid.
Without naming names,
• Begin told a rally in Petan
Tiqva on June 10 that he had
...an • who
seprese1ts.20.zoillion Uwtians In Atherica •" Begin
spokesman " Uri Porat confirmed that on Monday,
although he could give no
details of the conversation.

•
A

•

,

,
• :•

The meeting will begin at 3:00 o'clock
p.m. Daylight Saving Time.
All members of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
are urged to attend this meeting.
•

_
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* At The Movies -A

VMS..

process also releases water
for your body's use. If a person is reducing and using fat
stores, that also releases
water.
Normally about 200
quarts of fluid pass out of
your circulation into the kidney structure. Here most of
the fluid is reabsorbed to
keep you from getting dehydrated. A powerful hormone
helps control these complex
actions. You'll understand
this better from The Health
Letter number 12-12, Your
Kidneys and How They
Work, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
If you drink a lot of water
you should have an
increased urine flow in
about 40 minutes. This is
collected in your bladder so
you may not notice it until
you feel the urge to empty
your bladder.
In general, it is better to
have light-colored urine,
which means diluted with
adequate water, than to

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
4 Bridged
1 Chart
5 Tantalum
Answer to Mooday's Puzzle
4 Gape
symbol
.APE
APARA
9 Viper
LAO'
Comuntion
6
A400
LEMON
12 Peer Gynt's
ELA
7 Moslem tine
rnal
ER
WEEVIL '
mother
8 Raise the
13 Jury list
CAF-BIL
spirit of
14 - jacket
LENE
ERS
9 Simian
ONTO
15 Greek letter 10 Dry, as wino
tellisid
r
17 Vernacular
11 Man's nickAA vPEcu TIFAWE
10 RockfiSh
name_
H
SPECUL
ATE
LATE
E T
21 RR depot
-10 Abound
RO . .r E T
R
22 Feels
18 Wash
PA1 SETA
m SEP
indignant
20 - of roses
T
111111AliE
ROT TE
25 Avoid
22 Contradict
MOTES
OR A
AERA
29 Teutonic
23 Expunge
SET
SEEDS
PEP
deity
24 Number
30 Measuring
26 Swiss river
device
27 Arrange in
board
51 Jug lug
32 Merit
folds
41 Sewing case 52 Messy place
Flying
28 Use a door
33
44 Sleep sound 53 Time period
rneneniC
91 Competitor
46 Where the- 55 Cravat
35 Ship's crane 34 London meal
Tiber flower 56 Likely
37 Rodent
36 Instructed
48 Sea in Asia 59 Printers
38 Employs
39 Narrow, flat 50 Crimson
measure
40 Song-and3
4 5
dance skit
89
12 Hebrew letter
12
J13
14
1
43 River ducks
45 More dapper
47 Collection of
19
facts
49 Bumpkin
4
25
50 Renovate

!SCAPEGO'A

2

10

17

21

•

54 lasso
57 Munch
58 Street stiow
60 Brim
81 Arid
62 African
antelope
63 Still
DOWN
1 Small rug
2 Hard-wood
tree
3 Ewalt;

N37
32

35
40
44
47

12
45
40
54

1186:

I DON T HAVE TO LIVE
IN THIS 1401J5E, YOU KNOW!

I CAN FIND MY OWN
APARTMENT AND LIVE
BY MYSELF!

have concentrated urine
which means your body is
having to make an effort to
conserve water. Water concentration in the body is normally controlled by the
kidneys, not the bowels. The
fluid you drink in excess to
body needs is eliminated
through the kidneys so normally water intake has a
limited effect upon bowel
function.
DEAR DR LAMB - My
wife still has a great figure
after having four children.
She jogs with me every day
and is in perfect health. The
problem is that she refuses
to wear her bikini swim suit
anymore. Over the course of
her four pregnancies she has
developed "stretch marks"
on her body. She is very selfconscious about this and
worries that this may be
unhealthy. What actually
causes them? Will they fade
away eventually? If not,
what can be done about
them?
DEAR READER - They
are caused by stretching the
skin and they will not go
away spontaneously. They
are not a sign of poor health
at all. In her case they signify merely that she is a woman and has been pregnant which isn't all that unusual.
Since she is so self-conscious about it, suggest to
her that she see a plastic
surgeon for an examination.
He may or may not be able
to do some cosmetic repairs
that will make her happier.
But why does she have to
wear a bikini? A good figure
can still be appreciated in a
swim suit that doesn't bare
the midsection.

Jewish Congress
Says Anti-Semitism
Wave.ls Exaggerated
NEW YORK AP) - The
American Jewish Congress
says that while there- is
evidence of increased antiSemitic violence and vandalism in the country,
'claims of a 'wave' of antiSemitism in any part of this
country do not seem to be
justified."
The congress says all
social indices used to
measure
anti-Semitism
point to its "low estate" in
the US. "In all sectors of
American life, antiSemitism has become shabby, direputable and
abhorent."
7 7

IV um...a
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2. Notice

James Bond And Me

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - How
much water should a person
drink a day' Is it good for
your kidneys or is it for your
bowels' Sometimes my
urine is very dark and other
Limes it is very light Is this
becaus.! of the amount of
water I drink' How long
after you drink water does it
take for it to come out in
your urine? If your urine is
too light does that mean
your body is losing too much
water?
DEAR READER - A
healthy person's normal kidneys will carefully control
the amount of water they
eliminate so that the body
retains the right amount of
water. You ought to drink
enough fluids to maintain a
urinary output of at least a
quart a day. If you sweat a
lot in hot weather, you may
need to drink a lot more. In
cold weather you might not
need so much.
Your food also contains
water Even that dry table
sugar is broken down into
carbon dioxide and water to
release energy. Carbohydrates are literally hydrates
(water) of carbon. When fats
and proteins are broken
down to release energy, the

CLASSIFIED ADS!

(Reviews Of Current Merles AS Murray Themirds)
By KENT FORRESTER

How much water is needed?

James Bond is about the
same age as I am.
Bond dines on cotes de
veau bonne femme in the
great restaurants of Europe.
When the waiter suggests a
glass of Pouilly-Fnlase, Bond
replies that that particular
wine is "a little too scented"
for his "palate." I eat out
once every two weeks and
order, when I'm feeling
flush, a double-burger, fries,
and Sprite. When the girl
behind the counter recites
her suggestion that I should

Baptist Women Still
Lack Equal Chance
BIRMINGHAM, Ala (API
- Women still lack equal opportunities in the nation's
largest U.S. Protestant
body, the Southern Baptists,
says Christine Gregory,
president of the Women's
Missionary
Union, a
denominational auxiliary.
"Women still are not given
proportionate opportunities
to use their God-given gifts
to edify the body of Christ,"
she says."Either women are
pushed down by false
teachers or they are not being challenged to use their
abilities in the denomination."

Baptist Lawyer
Interprets U.S.
Constitution

top off my meal with a
cherry pie, I reply that it's a
little too hot for my palate.
Bond swims in the Aegean
Sea with a stunningly
beautiful archeologist and
bumps into sharks and evil
underwater scuba divers. I
swim at the city pool with
my wife, two kids, four
/goalies, three pair of goggles, nose plugs, ear plugs,
bathing caps, and an inflated
device with a horse's head.
The only thing I bump into
are little kids who clog up the
lap lane.
Bond lives with a variety
of
nineteen-year -old
pneumatic women from
Greece,Italy, Germany,and
Russia. I live with a brownheaded wife who grew up in
Albany, Oregon.
Bond is menaced by international crime figures men with steel teeth, owners
of golden guns,experts in the
martial arts. My menaces
are cheeky eighteen-yearold students who wear
Adidas tennis shoes and
sweaters with "If It Feels
Good, Do It!" lettered
across the front.
After a harrowing car
chase, during which Bond
and his girlfriend escape
death many times over, the
unflappable Bond turns to
the girl and says, "I love a
drive in the country, don't
you?" When I get stopped in
my car by a policeman. I

WANTED
5 HOMES

tighten up when he asks for
my driver's license. When he
decides to let me off with just
a warning, I blurt out, "Me
go now."
For casual wear Bond
wears a dark blue blazer, a
robin's eggshell blue cambric shirt, a linen scarf
wrapped in an exotic way
around his neck, and light
grey flannel trousers. I wear
a discount short-sleeved
shirt (40% polyester) and
corduroy trousers. For evening wear Bond wears a white
dress shirt with ruffles down
its front, a black silk bow tie,
and black coat and trousers.
I wear, the same shortsleeved
shirt (40%
polyester) and corduroy
trousers.
Is it any wonder that I, and
millions like me, keep returning to see the latest installment of the James Bond
films?
Oh yes, For Your Eyes Only, the twelfth Bond film
(they started with Dr. No in
1962), is one of the best of the
lot. The plot concerns Bond's
attempt to rescue an ultra
top secret electronic gadget
from the bottom of the
Aegean Sea before the Russians can get it. The script is
tight and clever, the chase
sequences are brilliantly
staged, and Bond has a
sweet love affair with an archeologist's daughter. Rated
PG.

Psruisesat
Pinkies
Wanted
Will watch elderly
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2:30
p.m.

5

homeowners in the
general area will be given
the opportunity to have new
Coronado Stone applied to
their home, with optimal
decorative wort Isiding,
trim, shutters, replacement
windows, storm windows
and door'ai at a very low
cost
This amazing new stone
has captured the interest of
homeowners throughout the
United States who are fed up
with constant painting and
other maintenance costa. It
provides insulation summer
and winter, as well as fire
protection. Our new product
can be used on every type of
home, including frame,
aluminum, vinyl and steel
sided homes. Also concrete
block, asbestos, stucco, etc.
You haves choice of 11 different earth tones. It is now
going to be introduced to the
Calloway County area. Your
home can be a show place in
the county, and we will
make it worth your while if
we can use your horne for
advertising. 100% bank
financing availalbe with no
down payment. For an appointment with our professional exterior designer
Mail within 5 days name and
address to:

WM tie baby sitting in my home or
lest watch child
for a short time
while 'mama' runs
to town. Coll 4362598. Ask for
Judi.
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4.1n Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27, Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
311. Pets-Supplies
39rPoultry-Suppltes
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sate
46. Homes For Sale

COQD\"kW
STONE
Sox SOB 3
Evansville, I nd.
Name.

Address
City
State:
Phone:
Please give directions Mon.
rung. Noon or Evening

NO OBLIGATION

WASHINGTON (AP)- A
Baptist -constitutional
lawyer says the U.S. Constitution does not prohibit
Congress from controlling
the right to keep and bear
Anyone wishing to conarms.
tribute to the up-keep of
James W Baker, general
Watford Gemetry please
counsel to the Baptist Joint
donations to Dover
send
Comrnttee on Public Affaitt,
Peoples Bank, Dover, TN.
notes that his view runs contrary to that of the gun lob- By Abigail Van Buren
Fast, dependable farm
by.
and
truck tire service.
He says the Second
Call
753-8500,
Amendment as originally
Economy Tire & Ser
drafted emphasized the relavice
tionship of the militia to the
bearing of arms rather than
DEAR ABBY: Why ask Steve Garvey why baseball
guaranteeing every citizen players chew tobacco? He doesn't
chew. You should have
SPECIAL
the constitutional right to asked that handsome,hunk,Tommy Lasorda, who manages
own and use guns, as main- the Dodgers. I used to see him on TV with a plug of tobacco Up to 75% off on all
tained by the National Rifle in his mouth as big as a baseball. Not lately, however. Jewelry. Purchas•
8100.00 or more and
Either he's reformed or he's ducking the camera.
Association.
get a sat of 14kt gold
LOVE
IN
WITH LASORDA earrings. A large
The amendment reads: "A
well regulated militia being
iwiection of diamond
* ••
surrinils, gold
necessary to the security of a
ermine, etc. to choose
free state, the right of the
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the letter the woman wrote on from.
people to keep and bear how disgusting baseball players look, spitting tobacco juice
GOLD Et
arms shall not be infringed." all over the place:
SILVER
I read it to my husband, a devoted chewer, and in answer
PAWN
SHOP
to her question, "Why do baseball players chew tobacco?"
TEN YEARS
Olympic
he calmly said,"Have you ever tried to hold a cigarette with
Shopping Canter
a baseball glove?"
FROM NOW!
GAVE UP NAGGING IN TEXAS Open S a.m.to

Ballplayers' Tobacco Gives
Readers Something to Chew

47. Motorcycles
4f. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

SEWS WOMEN
SPECIALTY
STORE
Applications
now
being accepted for the
position of assistant
manager. Experience
prefered. Excellent
benefits and liberal
discount program. Apply at Behr's, Central
Shopping Center, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tues. and Wednesday.

753-7113
• * *

WHERE HAVE
YOU BEEN,
NANCY

Bible Facts. Free store for
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 12-year-old girl who loves baseball. I the needy. 759-4600.
think I know why baseball players chew tobacco. It calms
their nerves. I think it looks icky when they spit on the
Camera end pron.ctor
ground, but they can't carry around a garbage can. I would
repair all makes
rather see ballplayers spit tobacco than chew their nails,
keep tying their shoelaces or scratching whatever itches. • Carter Studio I
YANKEE FAN
300 Mg,.,
733.e2911

I FELT DOPEY SO
I TOOK A BRISK
WALK OUT IN THE
COUNTRY

5.semi *epsomite siploys.

I

GOITIG OUT
OF BUSINESS
SALE
SHERRI'S
SOAP &
SHAPE

•••

DEAR ABBY: Baseball players aren't the only ones who
chew tobaCco. I belong to an organization called Cuspidor
Hitters Worldwide, and we have members (both men and
women) who are doctors, lawyers and socialites. I've been
chewing tobacco and dipping snuff for three years. Some
people may think it's disgusting, but there are worse habits.
CHEWING IN MELBOURNE, FLA.
C ISM united•**lure Syrxlic••• Inc

TWEY SAY PRESIDENT
REAGAN IS TRYING "RD
GET T'-4E COUNTRY BACK
TO THE 1950'5

,7 1.4ELL NEVER
BE ABLE TO
THIAT

Y

luci-7

WE'RE USING]
DEAR ABBY: Kissing a guy who chews tobacco is like
3(r STAMPS
licking a dirty ashtray. Yech!
AGAIN
VICKI

pui.iNo...

104N. 134 St.

* ••

•• •

DEAR ABBY: Baseball players chew tobacco because
they don't realize how harmful it is. If they could hear a
surgeon describe his feelings of helplessness and remorse
after performing surgery for cancer of the tongue,the mouth
or the throat caused from habitual tobacco chewing, they
would never chew again.
BOSTON M.D.

4'.3osing
July 11, 1981
All Toys

SPECIAL
SALE
Satellite Ammo's.
Buy direct from
Alesufacterer. 110 TV
Stations. 602-6222290

1/42 Price
All SoppNes

25% Off
5. Lost & Found

lisesig Rogers
Nees

Black Labrador Retriever
lost in -.New Concord
vicinity. Male, answers to
Playmate. Reward, 4362329

• ••

SERMON wok

ALL BILLS

DEAR ABBY: You were asked,"Why do baseball players
chew tobacco?"
In the early days of baseball, the old-timers chewed
tobacco to keep the dust out of their throats. Today,
however, baseball is played on meticulously manicured
diamonds where groundskeepers sprinkle the dirt infields
before and again halfway through the game to keep the dust
down.
My gripe is with the TV turkeys who put the camera on
the ballplayers while they're chewing and spitting. What a
poor example for our growing boys to see!
JOHN IN CONCORD, CALIF.

J
IT DOES. I'VE OFTEN
WONDERED ABOUT IT

5QNAVE1.

•••

THE GOLDEN BEACH!
COME CN, 1117.0

DEAR ABBY: A couple recently wrote objecting to ballplayers spitting tobacco juice. I don't think the spitting ia
nearly as disgusting as the half-naked jerks who come to the
ballpark and occupy seats in the midst of decently dressed.
people!
FANIN rr. PIERCE
•••

Problems? You'll tied belie;it3rou get them offyour
chest. Write to Ab anr
wthorne Blvd., Suite
14:11atliorw
12r r
.Hawthorne;
.
please enclose a stamped, self-addreseed envelope.

espy of Ibis od.

Vorma's
Western
St.,
.
,

Lost. female German
Shepherd, black and tan,
very shy Has black spot
over each eye. Last seen in
Sinking Springs area, Rt. 7.
Call collect, 1-522-3741.
Reward.

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 o.m. to 9 p.m.

753-7113

INVITATION TO BID
FURNITURE FOR CALLOWAY
COUNTY NM SCHOOL
The Calloway County Board of Education will
receive sealed bids for furniture for the Callaway
County High School until 1:00 P.M. July 14,
1981, at which time they will be opened.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Boon ,N( Frhi,-stiqr Office kiii,l;nn, ?'3(1
Colleie Farm Rood, Mutr_oy_1(ertfulky,_ ond intimated bidders may obtain the necessary him
thee.
The Board reserves the right to refect my or
all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.
a

•

• •
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6. Help Wanted

=Mb-

!nce
cate
king

Auto mechanic or muffler
installer Experience or
education required. Salary
negotiable; full time. Action
Personel, 753-6532.
Car dealer's mechanic. All
types of mechanical work
done for car dealers only.
Call 759-1275.
Expenencd body man
needed. Apply in person, or
call Century Auto Sales,
810 Sycamore. 753-7169.
Experienced baby-sitter, in
my home or yours, for a
small child. Send name,
references, other information to P.O. Box 163.
GENERAL MANAGER POSITION, PARIS, TN Company
car, expense account plus
other fringe benefits. Salary
in the $20,000 range,
depending on experience.
Route distribution management experience helpful
but not a requirement.
Management of people
necessary. To arrange for
personal interview, send
complete resume, including
salary history and references to: Marian Pepsi
ColaBottling Company,
P.O. Box 129, Marion, IL
62959-Attn: V.P. Personnel.
HOMEMAKERS!!! Earn extra cash! Work your own
hours. MERRI-VAC needs
several dealers in your area
to offer our line of toys,
gifts and home decor items
on the party plan. High
commission. No investment, delivering or collecting. Car and phone needed.
Call toll free: 1-800-5539077 or write: MERRI-MAC
801 Jackson St., Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.
Wanted, Body Repair man.
Apply at Taylor Truck Body
Repair, Rt. 4, Murray, KY.
753-5617.
Want someone to disc and
level yard. Call 753-2467.

Custom Built portable
buildings. all 753-0984.
Metal storage shed, 8x10
ft. $150. 759-1139.
Will stay in home with
eldery lady or couple. I am
dependable; can give references. Call after 4 p.m.,
443-6798.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

10. Business
Opportunity
$350 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. No gimicks. For
information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob, Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.
Business
Opportunity
Available. Be your own
boss. Work your own hours.
Send resume to box
10404
Immediate opening, in
Camden;- - TN. ----Ott - - thejob training, requires artistic talent, good manual
dexterity, willingness to
learn. Work hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
Apply with personal information to Box 1040-Z.

12. Insurance

Aluminum Canoe and
camper for Datsun Pick-up
753- 8121
Comic books. Want to buy
in good shape. Book Rack.
753-4821.
Large aquarium. 753-0089.
Used chest freezer. Call
436-2438.

15. Articles For Safe
Large size ladies clothes,
sizes 18 through 46
753-7458.
Oak and Hickory firewood
cut to order. 436-2805
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, or 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99, Berry
U.4 CC
spiral,
tians
VI
SEM
ilirdirmit
• •
Paris. -

3IPIE 310

16-.%me
43. Real Estate
31. Want To Rent
37. Livestock Furnishings Retired MSC woman desires
Supplies
25 Cubic ft freezer $250 partially furnished 1-2
await)
bdrm apartment 753489-2798.
6485 Ground level.
Wanted: nice, furnished,
one bedroom apartment for
81-82 college year Good
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin In ,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

For sale. Early American
couch, Maple end tables
and coffee table. All in
excellent condition Call
753-6391 after 5 pm
Nice bunk beds with
mattresses dark wood
Also, portable, regulation- 32. Apts. For Rent
size basketball goal Very 2 Bedroom duplex, central
sturdy Call 753-6376 after heat/air, in Northwood
Subdivision. $250 month.
500.
Call
753-8146 or 753-2437.
Reg. size Jamison box
springs set, $25. Queen size 2 Bedroom apartment,
headboard with nightstand, close to shopping center.
mattress $40. Electric No pelPs. Deposit required.
guitar with amp $30 Call 753-7809.
753-0076.
Equal housing opportunity
Two bedroom suits, 3 for those who qualify. Call
pieces to each set; $50 a Murray Manor Apartments,
suit. One small chest of 753-8668 from 9.00 to
drawers, $15. Four room 1200, monday through
size rugs, different sizes Friday.
and colors, $20 each. Call Furnished one bedroom
753-0817.
apartment. Private entrance. Close to MSU. Call
20. Sports
Equipment 753-7418.
Furnished 1 bedrm. apartThe Pistol People: Invest in ment, carpeting,,
air-cond.,
a feeling of security, largest private entrance; near
variety, lowest priced, no University. 753-7418.
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy One and 3 bedroom
Store, 9 miles west of furnished apartments adHopkinsville junction KY joining M.S.U. Call 753164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday 3134.
12-5,(502)885-5914.
Three room apartment with
basement. Elderly couple or
22. Musical
one elderly person. Call
753-6819.

MUSIC
LESSONS

Piano, Organ,
Otteror etIvenced child
or Welt.
CLAYTON'S
NOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
753-7175

Now is Ike km to
move to the Embassy
Apartments. • Two
apartment
he
for rent Call 7534331 or 753-3530.

24. Miscellaneous

7. Storage Bldgs.

9. Situation Wanted

M

Two 2-bedroom partially
furnished apartments.
Clean, no pets. Deposit and
references required. $130
and $175 monthly. Phone
753-8731.
Two bedroom apartments IP
attractive setting, carpeted,
central heat and air,
kitchen appliances furnished, washer/dryer hook
up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.
Two bedroom, partly furnished basement apartment. No windows, central
heat and air, all utilities
26. TV-Radio
furnished, cable available.
Couples or girls only. No
New Alepowex
smoking, no children, no
25"Teter
pets. $200 per month with
TV
$100 deposit. North 16th
$25 Dews
St Ext., 11
/
2 miles North of
121 Bypass. 753-1310.
$25 A Men*
4•Toir VissiNty
Two bedroom, in NorOps•Daly TI II P.M.
thwood. Carpet and beamed ,ceilings,. washer. and
CLAYTON'S
dryer, and all kitchen
Aerese fres B10 K
appliances furnished No
pets. $265 per month.
27. Mobile Homes 753-0814.
For Sale Two bedroom duplex.
10 x 55 Trailer, excellent Central heat and air, outlets
condition. 753-1551 nights. for washer and dryer. No
pets. 753-9741.
753-9104 days.
200 Amp service pole with
25' copper lead in wire.
$250. 753-5767.
For sale: Go-cart, 5 h.p.
$100. Call 753-7975.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
Worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Wind chimes. $12.00. Call
753-9206.

12 x 40 Clean, used trailer.
Call 753-7438.
12 x 65 ft. furnished
mobile home, 2 bdrm., 2
baths, washer 8 dryer,
central heat and air.
$4950. Call 753-0528.
1975 12x60 Furnished
house trailer, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, air-conditioner,
utility pole and box, and
underpinning. 753-5867.
24' by 54' double wide, on
approx. 3 acre wooded lot.
Dishwasher and woodstove;
completely remodeled. $19,
000. 437-4729.
Trailer in lot. One block
from East Elementary.
Locust Drive. 753-0258.

34. Houses For Rent

2 Bdrm. brick home 4 miles
west of Murray, Hwy 783.
No pets. Call 753-0346 or
502-466-3311.
2 Bedroom house on 12th
Call
$200 a Month
753-8146 or 753-2437
A nice country home near
Midway, available now. Call
Herman K. Ellis at 7535451 or 753-2934.
Extra nice three bedroom
house located in Murray.
$495 per month; security
deposit and 1 year lease
required. No pets. Call
436-2935 or 753-0839.
New 3 Bdrm. brick house
on 5 acres; dining room,
28. Mobile-Homes family room, 2-car garage,
heat/air. $275
For, Rent central
month, plus deposit. Call
2 Bedroom, Moody Mobile 498-8589 or 901-247-5576.
Home Park. 160 per month. Two-story
4 bedroom 2-bath
$50 deposit. 753-8411.
home. 1707 Miller Ave.
Two bedroom trailer near Near the University. $275
Murray, no pets. Call per month. References.
489-2611.
Phone 753-3624 or 753-29. Heating-Cooling 2802.
For sale, used airconditioners. Dill's Electric.
Phone 753-9104.
Whirlpool -air-conditioner,
25,000 BTU, $250. Call
489-2292.

30. Business Rental

36. For Rent Or Lease
Mud
lw

-_

llosasedsrs
Ws pet N and meek
meek mere.

Sedan, irides, INNIsiis,
Mks, Noss, N Ws Isobar
w• cam Rs 011

MORNAY
LLAMA
COMPANY
Nixisslood Sissy. C.
sp..11Sidly

REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
753-8467.
Visitors
welcome.

38. Pets-Supplies
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy
Discover the thrill of
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 4362858.
For sale Golden Hampsters
Call 435-4158 after 3 PM

40. Produce
For sale. Sweet corn. Call
before 3 PM, 492-8991.
Sweet corn. 753-8848
before 9 PM.
Sweet corn at the Sears',
near Cherry Corner. Call
753-5249.

41. Public Sale
YARD SALE
LOTS TO SELLI
Refrigerator (Great
condition),
clothes, prom and
pageant dresses,
nick-nacs, stoneware set, just to
mention a few.
503 S. 9* Street,
Wilder II:00 cue..
9 party yard sale. Kirksey,
follow signs on Beach Road.
July 6 through 12th.
Something for everyone;
some antiques.
Moving sale. Everything
goes. Cultivator, chickens,
household items, furniture,
etc. Call 489-2330.

43. Real Estate

II

753-1222

Homes FOR LIWRIG

MOBILE HOME
AND 15 ACRES
Located 5 miles west
of Murray on the Butterworth Road, this
choice tract has 8
tendable acres, 3
acres of woods, and 2
icturescjue ponds in
a lovely setting. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living at an
affordable price in
the mid 20's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private 5
acre fenced tract
ear Kentucky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and stocked pond,
you can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
the property. A real
buy at only 413,5(1).
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home team at
753-1222 for all the
tails.

IMPRESSWE
RESIDENCE
proximately 4500
. ft. of living area
in this 5 bedroom, 3
bath Georgian style
home located where
city and County
meet. Large living
room with marble
fireplace,formal dining room, den with
fireplace. Many extras in quality and
design with all the
appurtances of a truly luxurious family
home. Manicured
lawn with a variety
of flowering trees,
flowers
shrubs
cover 1 acres. Circular drive, brick
walkway and patio
accent this stunning
setting. Contact Kopperud Realty, 7531222, for Full-time
Real Estate Service.
INVEST IN THE
FUTURE
Located on South
12th St.,this property
has excellent potential for a business
location. Currently
serving as rental property, it has two
bedrooms, one bath,
kitchen, living room
with fireplace and
den or dining. Adjacent corner property
may also be purchased. Priced at only
$28,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.

Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors. 7531492.

Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitchen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
3i baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

Three each, 2
Bedroom Trailers, gas
heat, window air, furnished, priced for
quick sole. Rents for
$450 per month.
Priced at $9,500.

& PROPERTY INANAGEMENTI
'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

MINI-FARM
10 level acres, mostly
tendable, on blacktop
N.E. of Murray.
Well-constructed
one-owner 2 B.R.
home, electric heat,
draperies, range, air
conditioner included.
Also wood space
heater for economy.
Large garage and
implement shed,
stock barn,grain bin,
well house, additional buildings. 900'
highway frontage.
New on the market at
only 49,900.00. Will
consider trade for city property.
HAVE YOUR
CAKE AND
EAT IT TOO!!!
A sound investment
that will pay for
itself!! Modern brick
duplex - 4 rooms,
bath, modern kitchen
with appliances, central heat and central
air. each side. Good
ocation. $52,900.

753-8080
OWNER FINANCED AND
ASSUMABLE LOAN. Now
you can afford to buy at a
low interest rate this 3
bedroom brick house on
lovely lot. Save on utilities
with insulation to NA standards. Priced low to sell
quickly. Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.
Appralsels - Caw
cling - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
7534094

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
price, $15,000; Franchise business for
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for Ws,
•

I

753-1222

HOITNIPS FOR LIVNIG

753-“”

Quo.

HERE AND BE
CLOSE TO A LAKE - No.
130- % ACRE 111./L. Mobile
home would Make an excellent retirement home.
It's 2 miles to lake recreation; has access to boat
ramp and picnic grounds.
Six miles ta store. Large
shade trees and nice lawn
enhance the home. There
are 2 bedrooms,2 baths, kitchen with refrigerator,
room, 24x24 built-on den
with fireplace, heatolator to
supplement the central electric heat. Central air conditioning. City water; porch
and carport. 124,900; terms
etfered by owner.

GOOD .INVESTMENT. Large
older house, 3 or 4
bedroom on extra large lot.
Owner will finance. This
house has many large
rooms with basement and
garage. Could be converted
into several apartments for
an excellent investment.
Would consider trade, or
only $28,000. Call today.
Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.

Strout Realty
f0E. I. KENNON, Broker
1112 Coldwater 114
Murray. Kentucky 4201

Call 753-0110 lanytimel

-„
753-1222,

Prestigious home in
Gatesboro, 3 Bdr. 2 bath
Brick home double garage,
large patio, Central air and
heat. Beautifully landscaped on large lot.

Homes FOR LIVW1G
NEW
ATESBOROUGH
LISTING
Economical three
bedroom home only 3
years old. Home has
been meticulously
mwintained both inside and out, has heat
pump heating and
cooling system,large
two-car garage with
storage area and attractively priced at
only $62,500. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real Service in Real Estate.
QUALITY SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
Recently listed 3
bedroom brick home
on large, beautifully
landscaped lot in exc e Ilent
neighborhood.
Features include living room with
fireplace, indirect
lighting and built-in
system, formal dining room,
family room and
extra-large two-car
garage. Home has
recently
been
t_
redecrk

-

60's. ^Prtee -just
reduced $3000. Phone
753-1222 for all the

Used pine,lumber, window,
doors, central gas -heat afid
air unit. Call 753-8649.

43. Real Estate

Large older home in
Poryear on 1 acre. 4 Bdrs..
family-room, gas and electric heat, storm doors and
windows. Well maintained.
80 acre farm with nice
modernized 4 Bdr. home
West of Kirksey. Central
Heat and Air. Fireplace, full
basement, and carpeted.

Merrwy-Colleway
Coney Amity (502)7534146
304U. 12111411,.
awry',Ky.41071
INV A. lhorrosilreltoi

46. Homes For Sale

46. Homes For Sak 52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered
Two bedroom home, overlooking Barkley Lake, woodburning fireplace, one acre
lot, furniture, $28,500 Will
separate, will accept late
model car or 1 ton truck in
tr4de. Call 924-5322.
Twp-story cabin, two lots.
Pine Bluff Shores. Furnished Year round living,
insulated, air-conditioned,
2 sun decks. $25,000.
753-5791, 759-1074, 1532649.

47. Motorcycles
1975 Honda CB-125S street
bike, 1300 miles $50C1
12" Black and White TV
Call 753-3942
1979
condition,
$325
753-3716.
1979 Yamaha 80 $150
Call 437-4945
1980 110 3-wheeler Call
after 5 436-5405
For sale. 1973 500 Honda 4
cylinder. Good condition,
$1000. Call 753-9957 after
5 PM.
Yamaha GT-80. Good condition. $250. Call 753-7774.

14' Polar Kraft. 24 horse
Johnson tilt trailer. with
troller motor, lights, and 2
swivel seats 753-1787
14' bass boat with 50 HP
Evenrude motor and trolling
motor. Excellent condition
$1700. Call 759-1233
16' Tnhull ski boat. As is,
4250. 474-2390.
25' Cruiser, 283 inboard
engine, in water at Kenlake
Marina 474-2390
28 ft. Harris flote boat.
Mock II series, excellent
condition. 120 HP I/O.
n
a
j
extras. 502-753-4951
Will do house cleaning
$4 00 an hour
Call
436-2292.

53. Services Offered

Bill's Upholstery. We give
your car, boat or furniture a
new look! Located behind
Dairy Queen. Call
753-8085.
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
48. Auto. Services
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover. 7531873.
Ely
AIMI PANTS
COLDWATER LAWN •
GARDEN
aut.411s ft.,
SHOP.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers.
Reekooky
chain saws, expertly
Satterles, tires,
repaired.
Pickup and
wised musk ewe
delivery
available.
489seeemeress. 24 hear
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
towing. Ale. semGENERAL HOME REPAIR
pleb Nese ef end
15 years experience carpenowls puree.
try, concrete, plumbing,
7534M
roofing. siding, things
around the home. Free
49. Used Cars
estimates! No job too small.
Call days 474-2359, 4742276 evenings.
1979 CNEVITTE
her deer
K I K Stamp Remora,. Do
lead,see elms!
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
PURDOM
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
OLDSMOBILE
below the ground, leaving
PONTIAC
only sawdust and chips.
CADILLAC
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
1406 W. Mein
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
753-5315
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPI NG.
Commercial and residen1968 Plymouth Fury III tial. Also patching. sealing.
Needs new starter. $125. and striping. For estimates
call/53-1537.
767-4476
MOBILE- NOW ANCHORS
1974 Dodge Charger. For underpinning, roof's
sealed.
sale, or will trade for patio awnings,
and house
smaller car. Call 437-4125. type roofs
for mobile
1976 Ford Elite, good homes. 753-1873, Jack
condition. $1750. Call G lover
767-4454. .
MOBILE flOgt REPAIR. In1976 Trans Am, 63,000 stalling tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
miles, new tires $2,400
doors and windows. Also
Call 753-9710
build .porches and patios.
'75 Charger Daytona, p.s,, Call 753-6973. Free
p.b.. air-conditioner, AM- estimates! No job too
FM cassette stereo, C.B. small!
radio, antenna, air shockuto Asphalt driveways
and
mags(cragers), 61,000 parking lots sealed
by
miles. 11600. 753-3716.
Sears. For free estimates
'78 Malibu Classic, 2 door call 753-2310.
coup; sharp, black with
Big Joe's Small Engine
silver vinyl roof. Good gas
Repair, 808 Coldwater
mileage, 305 _
Road. 753-8834. Chain
auto., a/c, AM/FM stereo
saws, lawn mowers, and
radio. 30,000 actual miles, tillers. All makes. Andy
1 owner. Call 759-1926
Elkins mechanic. Also have
after. 6 P.M.
used mowers for sale.

IINOTICEIS
I He We a wrack aW
mud a wrecker Wane
request In macaw ki
thew Oaf you went.
PARKIN PSRI
MIMI MOM
Days 75375173, Ifigke 753183314 bier service.

50. Used Trucks
14-A International Doser
Chevy truck, with 6140
miles, rebuilt engine with
an 8 wheel low boy trailer
$8000, or best offer. Call
437-4891
1969 Ford Van. Clean. Best
offer. Call 753-7675. ,.
1978 Chev. pickup. 6 cyl,,
low mileage, excellent
condition, $3150. Call
753-9648 or 753-6084.
'78 Ford Van. Air, cruise,
tilt, tinted windows. Perfect to customize. 7534953. 759-4005.
Chevrolet 3 plus 3, Crew
a
and chasey. V8 automatic,
air. Would make ideal hot
rod hauler. $1750 7591739.

Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage.
on large lot. $49,900. Call
753-2493 or 489-2145.
Brick house. 2 yrs. old.
Three bedroom, 2 bath.
formal dining room, large
den, 2 car garage, concrete
drive. Large patio with
cedar fence. House has
many extras. Owner will
consider financing. See at 51. Campers
1809 Wiswill Ftd., or call 1977 Pace 'Arrow motor
753-0035 or 436-29j5.
home. 25 ft., tufty equipet.
al tease, 2- bdemThouse- UMW'-111---xaurk-::1Cr.
and 7 stall bodyshop; 474-8884.
located 3 miles soutlt_Of Walk-in camper for pickup,
Murray off. 641. Cell sleeps 4 $350 Call
753-4645
753-8895

All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs Also
painting
do carpentry
roofing and concrete All
work done to satisfaction
753-9822

k Aluminum

Service-Cy.,
aluminum and viny
siding, custom trim
work. References Call
Will Ed Bailey, 7530689.

Carpenter work wanted. 30
yrs. experience. Call 4362253
Concrete and block, brick
work Basements, driveways storm cellars porches 20 years experience
753-5476
Experienced mechanic
Rates lower. 436-2805
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Firewood, cut any length,
mostly oak and hickory, $20
delivered. 489-2492 or
753-4157.
For your House. Office, and
Carpet Cleaning. Carpet will
dry quickly. Please call
753-1979.
Guttering by Sears Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
Laborer, $4 an hour.
753-3058. 759-1675
Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203.

IT

I

rtsport car end Mae
wee repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12t6 St.
'753•5141 .

Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
753-9226 for free estimate.
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed. Call
or write Morgan Construction Co.. Route 2, Box
409A. Paducah, KY 42001.
or call day or -night,
1-442-7026.
Will clean up cars and do
minor body work. Call
753-9131. 753-2981, or
come by 641 Shell Station.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will mow yards, 15 years
experience. Call 753-6564.
Will sharpen. hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656.

56. Free Column
Free puppies. Call 4374945.

57. Wanted
Wanted to buy Good
quality clothing girls size 4
Toddler. Call 753-2966

I-,

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Milker St.(Across trent Colvin's/arty Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

WE ROL
TERMITES
Also lieursalsold, lame, bedews
and andeersl

Ft DEPENDABLE
Professional Put Coostrel

Kolloy's Torinito SA -Post Control, Inc.'
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for oi
home
t mo
bisitt ndOTO;ti
f"*.
nexCeb"
t ISOtier"
re"
1:11111L
'
trea1e4 now! 753-3914-; KetterTlerriiite it Pest,
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY
Onat_...13 years experience Home owned and
operated.
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Deaths and Funerals
'Ben' Grubbs Dies George C. Atwood
Dies; Brother Of
Sunday; Funeral
To Be Wednesday Murray Resident
John Benjamin ( Ben )
Grubbs died Sunday at the
Methodist Central Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. He was 71
years of age and a resident
of Route 1, Buchanan, Tenn.
Mr. Grubbs, a farmer and
retired engineer for the Tennessee Highway Department, was a member of the
Buchanan Baptist Church.
Born May 13, 1910, in Henry
County, Term., he was the
son of the late L. W. Grubbs
and Maude Freeland
Grubbs.
Survivors include his wife,
.Mrs. Mable Thurman
Grubbs, to whom he was
married on. March 12, 1932;
two daughters, Mrs. Nancy
Hixson of Barlett, Term., and
Mrs. Barbara Marquess of
Apopka, Fla.; one sister,
Mrs. Matra Lee Dodd,
Buchanan, Term.; six grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
I.eDon Chapel of the
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Term. Burial will follow in
'the.a Mount Pleasant
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

George Conroy Atwood,
brother of Mrs. Alvin Harrell
of Murray, died Sunday at
8:55 p.m. at his home on
Cadiz Route 2. He was 73
years of age.
The deceased was a
retired carpenter and a
veteran of World War II. He
was the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. George Ennis Atwood.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mamie Shaw Atwood;
two daughters, Mrs. Bob
(Robbie) Cothran and Mrs.
Kenneth Mae Lou) Iancaster, Trigg County; two
sisters, Mrs. Alvin Harrell,
Murray, and Mrs. Reece
Mitchell, New York; four
several
grandchildren;
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz, with
burial to follow in the Hurricane Cemetery in Trigg
County.

Mrs. Greenfield
Dies; Funeral Is
Today At Chapel

Torrential Rains Cause Flooding
By The Associated Press
A damage assessment was scheduled to begin today in Magoffin, Morgan
and Bath counties after torrential
rains caused flooding that resulted in
evacuations and heavy damage to
homes and crops, officials on the
scene reported.
More than seven inches of rain in
parts of Magoffin County Sunday
night and Monday triggered much of
the flooding that "came off the hills,"
according to Bath County Civil
Defense Director Vernon Barber.
The Licking River and Salt Lick
Creek left their banks, forcing
evacuations in Salyersville, Salt Lick
and Malone, according to the state
Division of Disaster and Emergency
Services.
DEL spokesman Gordon Nichols
said there were no deaths or injuries
reported as a result of the flooding.
About 50 families were evacuated at
Salt Lick near Cave Run Lake, officials said, however,a spokesman for
the Bath County Sheriff's Department
said the water level had dropped a
foot and a half by 9 p.m., Monday.
"It had been up to the tops of cars,"
said Virgil Caudill, a dispatcher for
the sheriff's department.
"That creek comes through Salt
Lick and into the Licking River below
Cane Run Lake," said National
Weather Service Hydrologist Joe Pay
at Louisville. "Cave Run Lake will
catch that, so below Salt Lick there
should be no trouble. We're telling

people not to drive through that water
because it can knock a car off the
road. I think damages up there (above
Cane Run Lake) will be larger than
through a normal flood."
The Licking River at Kentucky 30
near Salyersville, where flood stage is
19 feet, reached a 21.3 foot crest at 5
p.m. Monday,the NWS reported, and
the river gauge in Salyersville
measured 20.4 feet at 2 p.m., but the
water had fallen .1 feet by 4:30 p.m.
Nichols said "as many as 200
families" were affected by the
flooding in Magoffin County and up to
100 families in Morgan County. He
said those families "...had water in
their homes and probably the biggest
part of those people were evacuated."
Some of the Salt Lick evacuees went
to the community's Civic Center for
the night, Caudill said.
Nichols said 10 major highways
received severe danlage aa -_.ai the
flooding with U.S. 460 in Magoffin
County "completely washed away in
some places" by the Licking River.
Some bridges were washed away and
officials said several residential propane tanks were swept away,and only
one could not be found by Monday
night.
-We understand some areas of
downtown Salyersville had water
waist deep," Nichols said. He said Adjutant General Billy Wellman went to
Salyersville to update Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. on the situation.
Nichols said 21 troops from National

Guard units in Jackson and Ravenna
were activated and ordered to
Salyersville. He said they were taking
in some heavy trucks to aid in evauca-

Lion efforts and water trailers to
distribute fresh water. The guardsmen were to remain on duty through
Tuesday, Nichools added.

Attorneys...
(Continued Ptom Page One
reparable injury..." and that Judge
Keith abused the discretion of the
court in issuing the injunction.
"Subject to limited exceptions, none
of which are present in this case, exhaustion of administrative remedies
must precede judicial review of an administrative agency's motion," the
ruling said. Judges on the panel were
Chief Judge John P. Hayes, Elijah H.
Hogge and Anthony M Wilhoit.
Attorneys for the regents have indicated their satisfaction with the ailing.
"I feel like our position's been vindicated," MSU attorney Overby said
Sunday.
attorneys contended
MSU
throughout the circuit court proceedings that the court did not have
jurisdiction in the matter until after
the board had completed its hearing
on the charges.
Keith banned four board members
- Bill Morgan, Benton, Steve West,
Murray,Jere McCuiston, Trenton and
student regent Terry Clark, Murray
-from participating in the charges.

The Appeals Court ruling said that
cases cited by Curris' attorneys as
precedent for removing the four prior
to the adnanstrative hearing did not
apply.
"... This is not a case of uncontroverted bias," the ruling said. "In
fact, each enjoined regent testified ...
that he had not prejudged the case
and would vote on removal based solely on the evidence presented at the
hearing."
The charges were preferred against
Curris on a 6-4vote of the regents Feb.
21. Three of the nine charges were
heard by the remaining six members
of the board at a March hearing.
Those three charges were dismissed
and attorneys for the regents elected
not to present the remaining six.
Since that time, Clark's seat on the
board has been assumed by new student government president Russ McClure of Frankfort.
Christopher has indicated he does
not think Clark could be reinstalled on
the board in the event the regents
elect to again press charges against
Curris.
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Jefferson Police End
Five-Day Ticket Spree

Astronomers Will
Meet On Thursday
At LBL Center

Final Rites Today
For Coy L. Hale
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Carter Nephew Jailed
On Burglary Charge

Calloway Chapter
Of FFA Will Meet
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Crop Service Report
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May Bet Overstated

Stock Market

